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Cyclic proof systems, in which induction is managed implicitly, are a promising approach to automatic
verification. The soundness of cyclic proof graphs is ensured by checking them against a trace-based Infinite
Descent property. Although the problem of checking Infinite Descent is known to be PSPACE-complete, this
leaves much room for variation in practice. Indeed, a number of different approaches are employed across the
various cyclic proof systems described in the literature. In this paper, we study criteria for Infinite Descent in
an abstract, logic-independent setting. We look at criteria based on Büchi automata encodings and relational
abstractions, and determine their parameterized time complexities in terms of natural dimensions of cyclic
proofs: the numbers of vertices of the proof-tree graphs, and the vertex width—an upper bound on the number
of components (e.g., formulas) of a sequent that can be simultaneously tracked for descent. We identify novel
algorithms that improve upon the parameterised complexity of the existing algorithms. We implement the
studied criteria and compare their performance on various benchmarks.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Non-wellfounded, or cyclic, reasoning [Brotherston and Simpson 2011; Cohen and Rowe 2020; Das
2020; Dax et al. 2006; Doumane 2017; Santocanale 2002; Sprenger and Dam 2002] has gained signifi-
cant attention in the field of program verification. Indeed, various work on verifying programs and
inductive properties, especially in the context of Separation Logic, has been based on cyclic reason-
ing techniques [Brotherston et al. 2008; Brotherston and Gorogiannis 2014; Rowe and Brotherston
2017; Ta et al. 2016, 2018; Tellez and Brotherston 2020], leading to the development of the Cyclist
[Brotherston et al. 2012], Songbird [Cheng et al. 2016], and Inductor [Serban and Iosif 2018] provers.
These techniques have also been employed in the Cypress program synthesis tool [Itzhaky et al.
2021], in the CycleQ prover for equational reasoning about functional programs [Jones et al. 2022],
and for automatically verifying termination of functional programs [Lepigre and Raffalli 2019].
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Cyclic reasoning provides a means for implicit induction, as opposed to the standard technique of
explicit induction. Instead of cluttering the proof with inductive assumptions, the implicit approach
exploits the presence of cycles to encode inductive invariants. For example, while attempting to
prove % (G), one repeatedly decomposes the goal into subgoals that are either provable or reducible
to % (G). In the latter case, a cycle in the reasoning is employed, but some form of ‘progress’ during
decomposition is needed to avoid inconsistency. This notion of ‘progress’ is formalised as an Infinite
Descent condition (cf. Fermat’sDescente Infinie). Another form of the Infinite Descent condition used
in the context of program termination analysis is the Size-Change Principle [Lee et al. 2001]. There,
instead of guaranteeing that a cyclic proof is valid, the principle guarantees that a recursive program
exhibiting a given function call pattern terminates. The automatic verification of the Infinite Descent
condition is therefore a crucial component when deploying cyclic reasoning in practice.
Several methods for deciding Infinite Descent have been proposed, in the context of various

concrete cyclic proof systems. These can be categorised into two groups: those based onl-automata,
e.g. [Brotherston 2006; Dax et al. 2006; Simpson 2017], and those involving relation-based criteria,
e.g. [Hazard and Kuperberg 2022; Jones et al. 2022]. The characterisation in terms of l-automata
captures Infinite Descent by checking an inclusion between two l-regular languages: one denoting
all such infinite chains, or paths, and one denoting all ‘infinitely progressing’ paths, respectively.
The relation-based criteria work by checking Ramsey-theoretic properties.

Despite the diversity of approaches, there has been comparatively little focus on the practicality
of these methods, particularly in the context of automated theorem proving. Deciding Infinite
Descent has been shown to be PSPACE-complete [Lee et al. 2001; Nollet et al. 2019]. However, this
characterisation does not really lead to a good understanding of how these algorithms compare to
one another in practice. Moreover, the various methods for deciding Infinite Descent have been
discussed within different contexts and communities. As cyclic reasoning becomes more widely
used and integrated into provers, it is increasingly important to bring these methods under the
same roof and to understand their complexity, as well as their relative strengths and limitations.
Our interest is in the time complexity of algorithms for deciding Infinite Descent. In the

automaton-based algorithms, the complexity is dominated by the complementation of an au-
tomaton of size : polynomial in the input proof, an operation of complexity O(2: ·log: ). For the
relation-based algorithms, although a notion of subsumption between the relations allows an
optimisation in which some relations can be disregarded [Ben-Amram and Lee 2007; Fogarty and
Vardi 2009], in the worst case it is still necessary to generate exponentially many.

However, in the context of cyclic proofs, it is natural to further decompose the input along two
axes. The information relevant to deciding Infinite Descent comprises (1) the vertices in the proof
graph and (2) the ways a trace can interact with the logical judgments attached to each vertex.
This leads us to a fine-grained parameterised complexity analysis, which better differentiates the
relative (worst-case) performance of the different algorithms. We propose a new automaton-based
construction that is polynomial in the number of vertices, and exponential only in the vertex width
(i.e. the number of possible positions within a vertex that a trace may visit). This contrasts with the
automaton-based construction commonly described, which is exponential in both parameters. We
further note that the relation-based approach already displays a separation in the complexity of these
parameters: polynomial in the number of vertices, exponential in the vertex width. We propose a
novel variation of the relation-based method that reduces the exponential degree in the vertex width.

Finally, sincewe are also interested in practical performance, we implemented our new algorithms,
both relation-based and automaton-based, within the theorem prover Cyclist. We compared the
performance of these methods to its existing automaton-based algorithm across a number of
benchmarks, and found that our novel relation-based algorithm provided clear improvements.
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In this paper, we make the following contributions.

• We carry out the first comparative analysis of the parameterised time complexity of methods
for deciding Infinite Descent in cyclic proof systems.

• We propose and prove correct a novel relation-based optimisation.
• We describe, abstractly, a new automaton-theoretic approach, and relate it to the standard
approach from the literature.

• We implement the aforementioned algorithms within the Cyclist theorem prover, and
compare their performance in practice.

Outline. Section 2 provides background on cyclic proofs and Infinite Descent, and discusses the
abstraction we use for our comparative analysis. Section 3 gives an overview of the complexity
landscape of Infinite Descent checking algorithms. Sections 4 and 5 discuss the automaton-based and
relation-based algorithms, respectively. Section 6 describes our implementation and experimental
evaluation. Section 7 discusses related work and Section 8 concludes.

2 CYCLIC PROOFS AND THE INFINITE DESCENT PROPERTY

This section recalls cyclic proofs and their Infinite Descent property. It also describes a general
setting that abstracts away logical formalism details that are irrelevant to Infinite Descent.

2.1 Background on Cyclic Proofs

The starting point for the theory of cyclic proof systems are standard (finitary) proof systems, given
by rules for inferring sequents (or whatever type of statements that can be made in the given logic).
More detailed background may be found in an appendix included as supplementary material.

Definition 2.1. A proof system is a tuple (Seq,Rule,Hyps, conc) where: Seq is a set of sequents;
Rule is a set of rules; and Hyps : Rule → P (Seq) and conc : Rule → Seq are functions associ-
ating to each rule rl its finite set of hypotheses Hyps(rl) and its conclusion conc(rl). We write
seq1 . . . seq=

rlseq
for a rule rl with hypotheses seq1, . . . , seq= and conclusion seq.

Example 2.2 (The proof system LKID(BasicNat)). A FOLID (FOL with Inductive Definitions)
language [Brotherston 2006; Brotherston and Simpson 2011] is a triple (Fsym, Psym, IPsym) where
(Fsym, Psym) is a first-order language with a set of function symbols Fsym and a set of predicates
Psym, and IPsym ⊆ Psym is a distinguished subsets of predicates that are deemed inductive. We
consider the FOLID theoryBasicNat having the language Fsym = {0, s}, IPsym = Psym = {#,$, �},
and the defining clauses for # , $ and � as follows:

# (0) and # (~) −→ # (s(~)) ; � (0) and $ (~) −→ � (s(~)) ; � (~) −→ $ (s(~)).

The proof system for the FOLID theory BasicNat, written LKID(BasicNat), extends Gentzen’s proof
system LK [Gentzen 1935] with two types of rules: for each =-ary inductive predicate ? ∈ IPsym,
a case splitting rule Split? and, for each formula \ in the defining clauses for ? , an introduction
rule Intr?,\ . The LKID(BasicNat) introduction and splitting rules associated to # , $ and � are
the following, where we write, for example, Intr#,0 instead of Intr#,# (0) and Intr#,s instead of
Intr#,# (G)−→# (s(G)) :

Intr#,0
Γ ⊢ Δ, # (0)

Γ ⊢ Δ, # (~)
Intr#,s

Γ ⊢ Δ, # (s(~))

Γ [0/G] ⊢ Δ[0/G] Γ [s(~)/G], # (~) ⊢ Δ[s(~)/G] Split#
(~ fresh)

Γ, # (G) ⊢ Δ
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Intr�,0
2: ⊢ � (0),$ (0)

6: # (G) ⊢ $ (G), � (G)
Subst

5: # (~) ⊢ $ (~), � (~)
Intr$,s

4: # (~) ⊢ $ (~),$ (s(~))
Intr�,s

3: # (~) ⊢ � (s(~)),$ (s(~))
Split#

1: # (G) ⊢ � (G),$ (G)
∨R

0: # (G) ⊢ � (G) ∨$ (G)

Fig. 1. An open proof tree, turned into a cyclic proof (a variant of Ex. 5.2.1 from Brotherston [2006]).

Intr�,0
Γ ⊢ Δ, � (0)

Γ ⊢ Δ, $ (~)
Intr�,s

Γ ⊢ Δ, � (s(~))

Γ [0/G] ⊢ Δ[0/G] Γ [s(~)/G], $ (~) ⊢ Δ[s(~)/G] Split�
(~ fresh)

Γ, � (G) ⊢ Δ

Γ ⊢ Δ, � (~)
Intr$,s

Γ ⊢ Δ, $ (s(~))

Γ [s(~)/G], � (~) ⊢ Δ[s(~)/G] Split$
(~ fresh)

Γ, $ (G) ⊢ Δ

Definition 2.3. Given a proof system (Seq,Rule,Hyps, conc), an open derivation tree is a tuple
(V, E, seqOf,Bud) where (V, E) is a finite tree, seqOf : V → Seq is a labeling of the vertices with
sequents, and Bud ⊆ V is a subset of vertices called buds (unexpanded leaves), such that every
non-bud vertex v ∈ V Bud corresponds to a rule application and the buds have no outgoing edges.

Open derivation trees model possibly incomplete proofs. A proof development starts with a goal
sequent seq and repeatedly applies rules backwards. At any moment, we have an open derivation
tree whose root is labeled with seq, and whose buds are labeled with the pending goals.

Example 2.4. Fig. 1 shows an open derivation tree for the sequent# (G) ⊢ � (G)∨$ (G) in the proof
system LKID(BasicNat) from Example 2.2. We have V = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, E = {(0, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3),
(3, 4), (4, 5), (5, 6)}, seqOf (0) = (# (G) ⊢ � (G) ∨$ (G)), seqOf (1) = (# (G) ⊢ � (G),$ (G)), etc. This
derivation is an incomplete proof because it has a bud, namely Bud = {6}.

In the Fig. 1 derivation tree, the sequents labeling vertices 1 and 6 are identical (assuming sequents
comprise sets, not lists), and so, intuitively, we can “backlink” vertex 6 to vertex 1 and create a cycle,
thus “closing” the proof tree within a cyclic proof. Cyclic proofs are of course not necessarily sound:
The sequent # (G) ⊢ � (G),$ (G) (labeling vertex 1) is being justified using itself as an assumption
(labeling vertex 6). However, we have a way to detect descent along this cycle: In between these two
occurrences of the same sequent, there was a (Split# ) rule applied (backwards) to the predicate
instance # (G) which turned it into the smaller # (~), afterwards renamed back into # (G) at vertex
6—where “smaller” means “generated sooner by the inductive semantics”. Thus, the occurrence of
# (G) at vertex 6 is, in a precise sense, smaller than that at vertex 1. The cycle is not “flat” but contains
a “downward slope” from 1 to 6—meaning the “position” of one of the formulas in the sequent, # (G),
has decreased between 1 and 6, validating the cyclic reasoning. The above idea is captured by the In-
finite Descent property. It states that every infinite path built from edges and backlinks has, starting
from some point, a trace of positions that: (1) is “descending” in the sense that any two consecutive
positions are related by a “maintain” (⇝) or “decrease” (⇝ ) slope; and (2) always eventually the trace is
guaranteed to be “strictly descending”, in that it contains two positions related by a “decrease” slope.
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Our running example satisfies Infinite Descent: Its only infinite path is 0·(1·3·4·5·6)l , which starting
from its second position has the trace of positions (# (G) ⇝ # (~) ⇝ # (~) ⇝ # (~) ⇝ # (G))l .

To make this notion of progress formal, we augment proof systems with the notions of a position,
and of a slope relating two positions. For this, we fix a set Pos ranged over by ? , ? ′, etc., of items that
we call positions. Note that this set is associated to an entire proof system, not to a particular proof
tree. In what follows we will give an example for a concrete choice of this set. We let S, ranged over
by s, s′ etc., be the two-element set {⇝, ⇝ }. We think of ⇝ and ⇝ as representing the slope of each
individual step along a trace through a proof. Given  , ′ ⊆ Pos, a sloped relation between  and  ′

is a ternary relation ' ⊆  × ′×S that is single-valued (i.e., a partial function), in that if '(?, ? ′, s1)
and '(?, ? ′, s2) then s1 = s2. Thus, a sloped relation indicates the slope of the segment of a trace
between two positions: non-increasing if ' (?, ? ′,⇝) holds, and decreasing if ' (?, ? ′, ⇝ ) holds.

Definition 2.5. A sloped proof system is a tuple SPS= (Seq,Rule,Hyps, conc, Pos, Ps,R) where:

• (Seq,Rule,Hyps, conc) is a proof system;
• Pos, ranged over by ? , ? ′, etc., is a finite set of items called positions;
• Ps : Seq → P (Pos) is a function associating to every sequent a set of positions;
• R is an indexed family (Rrl,seq)rl∈Rule,seq∈Hyps(rl) , where Rrl,seq ⊆ Ps(conc(rl)) × Ps(seq) × S

i.e., Rrl,seq is a sloped relation between the positions of conc(rl) and those of seq.

Example 2.6. The sloped proof system LKIDl (BasicNat) extends LKID(BasicNat) by defining
the positions to be all instances of the three inductive predicates: Pos = {# (C) | C ∈ Term} ∪ {� (C) |
C ∈ Term}∪{$ (C) | C ∈ Term} and, for each seq, Ps(seq) gives all positions in seq. The only decreases
occur along the backwards application of the split rule. For example, if seq = (Γ, # (G) ⊢ Δ) is
the conclusion of Split# and seq′ = Γ [s(~)/G], # (~) ⊢ Δ[s(~)/G] is its second hypothesis, then
RSplit# ,seq′ (# (G), # (~)) = ⇝ . And similarly for Split� and Split$ .

Definition 2.7. A cyclic preproof in a sloped proof system SPS is a tuple of the form (V, E, seqOf,
Bud, backlink) where (V, E, seqOf,Bud) is a derivation tree in the underlying proof system and
backlink : Bud → V Bud is a function that maps each bud to a non-bud vertex labeled with the
same sequent: ∀v ∈ Bud. seqOf (backlink(v)) = seqOf (v).

Example 2.8. The derivation tree in Fig. 1 becomes a cyclic preproof in the sloped proof system
LKIDl (BasicNat) by defining Bud = {6} and backlink : Bud → V {6} by backlink(6) = 1.

Example 2.9 (The proof system LKID(Hydra)). We consider a second running example, namely
the encoding of the 2-Hydra problem due to Berardi and Tatsuta [2017]. Hydra is the FOLID theory
having the language Fsym = {0, s}, IPsym = Psym = {#,� } (with � binary), the defining clauses
for # as before (the same as for LKID(BasicNat)), and the defining clauses for � as follows:

(1) � (0, 0) ; (2) � (s(0), 0) ; (3) � (G, s(0)) ; (4) � (G,~) −→ � (s(G), s(s(~)))

(5) � (s(~), ~) −→ � (0, s(s(~))) ; (6) � (s(G), G) −→ � (s(s(G)), 0)

We will refer to the introduction rules associated to the above 6 clauses by Intr�,8 for 8 ranging
from 1 to 6. The sloped proof system LKIDl (Hydra) extends LKID(Hydra) in the same way in
which LKIDl (BasicNat) extends LKID(BasicNat) (Example 2.6). Fig. 2 shows a cyclic preproof in
LKIDl (Hydra) for the fact that the hydra predicate � (G,~) holds for all natural numbers G and ~.

2.2 Infinite Descent for Sloped Graphs

Next, we note that Infinite Descent can be expressed and studied abstractly, without actual references
to proof systems or proof trees. All we need to remember about a cyclic proof is its associated
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Π1....
1: # (G) ⊢ � (G, 0)

9: # (G) ⊢ � (G, s(0))
Intr�,3

Π2....
10: # (G), # (s(~ ′′)), # (~ ′′) ⊢ � (G, s(s(~ ′′)))

8: # (G), # (~ ′) ⊢ � (G, s(~ ′))
Split#

0: # (G), # (~) ⊢ � (G,~)
Split#

(a) The root of the proof

2: ⊢ � (0, 0)
Intr�,1

4: ⊢ � (s(0), 0)
Intr�,2

7: # (G), # (~) ⊢ � (G,~)

6: # (s(G ′′)), # (G ′′) ⊢ � (s(G ′′), 0)
Subst

5: # (s(G ′′)), # (G ′′) ⊢ � (s(s(G ′′)), 0)
Intr�,6

3: # (G ′) ⊢ � (s(G ′), 0)
Split#

1: # (G) ⊢ � (G, 0)
Split#

(b) The subderivation Π1

13: # (G), # (~) ⊢ � (G,~)

12: # (s(~ ′′)), # (~ ′′) ⊢ � (s(~ ′′), 0)
Subst

11: # (s(~ ′′)), # (~ ′′) ⊢ � (0, s(s(~ ′′)))
Intr�,5

17: # (G), # (~) ⊢ � (G,~)

16: # (G ′), # (~ ′′) ⊢ � (G ′, ~ ′′)
Subst

15: # (G ′), # (s(~ ′′)), # (~ ′′) ⊢ � (G ′, ~ ′′)
WeakL

14: # (G ′), # (s(~ ′′)), # (~ ′′) ⊢ � (s(G ′), s(s(~ ′′)))
Intr�,4

10: # (G), # (s(~ ′′)), # (~ ′′) ⊢ � (G, s(s(~ ′′)))
Split#

(c) The subderivation Π2

Fig. 2. A cyclic preproof in LKIDl (Hydra) of the totality of the 2-Hydra predicate.

graph and the “sloped relations” between the positions in the vertices along each edge in the graph.
This information can be packed into the following concise structure.

Definition 2.10. A sloped graph SG = (V, E, Ps,R) is a directed graph (V, E) with the following
additional components:

• Ps : V → P (Pos) is a mapping from vertices to sets of positions, and
• R is an edge-indexed family of sloped relations (Rv,v′) (v,v′) ∈E where Rv,v′ is a sloped relation
between Ps(v) and Ps(v ′).

We call the value Max {|Ps(v) | | v ∈ V} the vertex width of SG.

Thus, a sloped graph is a directed graph together with an indication of the possible positions on
its vertices, and slope changes along its edges. It abstracts away from sequents and rules.

Example 2.11. The sloped graph corresponding to the cyclic preproof of Example 2.8 has the
following components:

• V = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} (all vertices of the proof tree except for the bud);
• E = {(0, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5), (5, 1)} (all edges of the tree except for that to the bud,
(5, 6), which is replaced with an edge via the backlink, (5, 1));

• Ps(0) = Ps(1) = {# (G)}, Ps(2) = ∅, Ps(3) = Ps(4) = Ps(5) = {# (~)} (given by the inductive
predicate formulas in sequents which are part of the inductive argument),

• R is given by the ancestry relationship between formulas in the proof rules:
R0,1 (# (G), # (G),⇝), R1,3 (# (G), # (~), ⇝ ), R3,4 (# (~), # (~),⇝),
R4,5 (# (~), # (~),⇝), R5,1 (# (~), # (G),⇝).

Note that a decrease (⇝ ) only occurs at the application of a Split rule.

Proc. ACM Program. Lang., Vol. 8, No. POPL, Article 46. Publication date: January 2024.
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Example 2.12. The sloped graph corresponding to the cyclic preproof of Example 2.9 has the
following components: vertices V = {0, . . . , 17} {7, 13, 17} (all vertices except for buds); the edges
are those of the preproof, with edges to the buds replaced by edges to the targets of their back-
links, that is E = {(0, 1), (0, 8), (1, 2), (1, 3), (3, 4), (3, 5), (5, 6), (6, 0), (8, 9), (8, 10), (10, 11), (11, 12),
(12, 0), (10, 14), (14, 15), (15, 16), (16, 0)}; Ps again gives all occurrences of formulas of the form
# (C) appearing in the sequent; and, again, R is given by the ancestry relationship between formulas
in the proof rules, with decreases along applications of Split highlighted below:

R0,1 (# (G), # (G),⇝), R1,3 (# (G), # (G ′), ⇝ ), R3,5 (# (G ′), # (s(G ′′)),⇝), R3,5 (# (G ′), # (G ′′), ⇝ ),

R5,6 (# (s(G ′′)), # (s(G ′′)),⇝), R5,6 (# (G ′′), # (G ′′),⇝),
R6,0 (# (s(G ′′)), # (G),⇝), R6,0 (# (G ′′), # (~),⇝), R8,9 (# (G), # (G),⇝),
R8,10 (# (G), # (G),⇝), R8,10 (# (~ ′), # (s(~ ′′)),⇝), R8,10 (# (~ ′), # (~ ′′), ⇝ ),

R10,11 (# (s(~ ′′)), # (s(~ ′′)),⇝), R10,11 (# (~ ′′), # (~ ′′),⇝),
R11,12 (# (s(~ ′′)), # (s(~ ′′)),⇝), R11,12 (# (~ ′′), # (~ ′′),⇝),
R12,0 (# (s(~ ′′)), # (G),⇝), R12,0 (# (~ ′′), # (~),⇝),
R10,14 (# (G), # (G ′), ⇝ ), R10,14 (# (s(~ ′′)), # (s(~ ′′)),⇝), R10,14 (# (~ ′′), # (~ ′′),⇝),

R14,15 (# (G ′), # (G ′),⇝), R14,15 (# (s(~ ′′)), # (s(~ ′′)),⇝), R14,15 (# (~ ′′), # (~ ′′),⇝),
R15,16 (# (G ′), # (G ′),⇝), R15,16 (# (~ ′′), # (~ ′′),⇝), R16,0 (# (G ′), # (G),⇝), R16,0 (# (~ ′′), # (~),⇝).

Note that, in the Split rule, only the active formulas introduce decreases, e.g., we have R8,10 (# (~ ′),
# (~ ′′), ⇝ ), but R8,10 (# (G), # (G),⇝) and R8,10 (# (~ ′), # (s(~ ′′)),⇝). Indeed, at vertex 8, the rule
Split# was applied (backwards) to the sequent Γ, # (~ ′) ⊢ � (G, B (~ ′)) where Γ = # (G), # (~ ′), yield-
ing Γ [s(~ ′′)/~ ′], # (~ ′′) ⊢ � (G, s(~ ′)) [s(~ ′′)/~ ′] for the right-hand premise, i.e., # (G), # (s(~ ′′)),
# (~ ′′) ⊢ � (G, s(s(~ ′′))). (Since sequents are comprised of sets, here Γ, # (~ ′) is equal to Γ.)

Our abstraction via sloped graphs was partly inspired by the automata construction for deciding
Infinite Descent in [Brotherston 2006], and is a further generalisation of the abstract account of cyclic
proof systems given in [Brotherston 2006; Brotherston et al. 2012] (e.g. the (Pos,V) component of
SG corresponds to the notion of “preproof graph” [Brotherston 2006, Def. 5.1.3]). Recently, Afshari
and Wehr [2022] have also proposed an abstract, category-theoretic description of cyclic proofs.

For a sloped graph, we use standard graph-theoretic concepts such as finite and infinite paths, c =

(v8 )8<= and (v8 )8∈N, respectively; we call the latter ipaths. We call a finite path c = (v8 )8<= non-trivial
when = > 1. We write Pathv,v′ for the set of paths between v and v ′, and IPath(SG) for the set of
infinite paths in SG. If c ∈ Pathv,v′ and c ′ ∈ Pathv′,v′′ , we write c ·c ′ for the composition of the two.

Definition 2.13. A trace for an ipath (v8 )8∈N in SG is an infinite sequence (?8 )8∈N of positions such
that the following hold for all 8 ∈ N: (1) ?8 ∈ Ps(v8 ) and (2) ∃s ∈ S. Rv8 ,v8+1 (?8 , ?8+1, s). We say the
trace is decreasing if for all 8 ∈ N there exists 9 ≥ 8 such that Rv9 ,v9+1 (? 9 , ? 9+1,

⇝ ). An ipath (v8 )8∈N is
said to be descending if it has a tail (i.e., (v8 )8≥80 , for some 80 ∈ N) with a decreasing trace.

Definition 2.14. A sloped graph SG is said to satisfy Infinite Descent if all its ipaths are descending.

In summary: Infinite Descent says that, every ipath in the graph has a decreasing trace starting
from some 80, i.e., a choice of positions along it such that the slope between any consecutive
positions is always maintained or decreased and is always eventually decreased.

So in a sloped graph the positions are the items that can be traced by Infinite Descent, which in
our FOLID-based examples are the inductive predicates occurring in any antecedent of a sequent
in the proof. The vertex width of a sloped graph (the maximum number of positions per node) in
some sense captures the “local size” of the Infinite Descent Problem—a central parameter in our
complexity analysis. For the sloped graphs in Examples 2.11 and 2.12, the vertex width is 1 and 3

respectively, the latter because, e.g., node 10 has positions 3 positions: # (G), # (s(~ ′′)) and # (~ ′′).
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To obtain the Size-Change Principle [Lee et al. 2001] instead of Infinite Descent, we can instan-
tiate our abstract sloped graph setting by taking the vertices to be function calls, the positions to
be function parameters and the position changes to be known orderings between these parameters.
In this instantiation, their size-change graphs between two function names are sloped relations
between their parameters (together with their domains and codomains), and their fixed set of size-
change graphs associated to a subject program forms a sloped graph; their multi-paths correspond
to our paths and ipaths (but having the sloped relations attached); their threads in a multipath
correspond to (finite or infinite) prefixes of our traces for an ipath. (A more direct representation
of their setting would use sloped multi-graphs, where the edges are function calls.)
For a sloped graph it is often possible to systematically reduce the number of vertices whilst

preserving its ‘topology’, and thus its Infinite Descent Property. That is, the reduced sloped graph
satisfies Infinite Descent iff the original one does. The Cyclist theorem prover [Brotherston et al.
2012] does this as part of its pipeline; Afshari andWehr [2022] describe and prove correct an abstract
reduction procedure. Such reductions proceed by: (i) the restriction to strongly connected compo-
nents (SCCs) only; (ii) collapsing paths into single edges, where this does not lead to identifying
distinct cycles; and (iii) the composition of the sloped relations along such collapsed paths.

Example 2.15. A minimal reduced version (V′, E′, Ps′,R′) of the sloped graph (V, E, Ps,R) from
Example 2.11 has the following components: V′

= {1}, E′ = {(1, 1)}, Ps′(1) = {# (G)}, and R′

is given by R1,1 (# (G), # (G), ⇝ ). Note that the above was obtained from Example 2.11’s graph as
follows: (i) the vertices 0 and 2 have been removed since they are outside the graph’s only SCC,
(ii) the cycle 1 · 3 · 4 · 5 · 1was collapsed into the self-edge (1, 1), and (iii) the relation R′

1,1 was defined
as the composition of the sloped relations from Example 2.11’s collapsed cycle, R1,3 ◦R3,4 ◦R4,5 ◦R5,1.

Example 2.16. Wedefine (V′, E′, Ps′, R′), a minimal reduced version of the sloped graph (V, E, Ps, R)
from Example 2.12, by: V′

= {0, 11, 14}; E′ = {(0, 0), (0, 11), (11, 0), (0, 14), (14, 0)}; Ps′(0) = {# (G),
# (~)}, Ps′(11) = {# (s(~ ′′)), # (~ ′′)}, Ps′(14) = {# (G ′), # (s(~ ′′)), # (~ ′′)}; and R′ given by:

R′
0,0 (# (G), # (G), ⇝ ), R′

0,0 (# (G), # (~), ⇝ ),
R′
0,11 (# (~), # (s(~ ′′)), ⇝ ), R′

0,11 (# (~), # (~ ′′), ⇝ ), R′
11,0 (# (s(~ ′′)), # (G),⇝), R′

11,0 (# (~ ′′), # (~),⇝),
R′
0,14 (# (G), # (G ′), ⇝ ), R′

0,14 (# (~), # (s(~ ′′)), ⇝ ), R′
0,14 (# (~), # (~ ′′), ⇝ ),

R′
14,0 (# (G ′), # (G),⇝), R′

14,0 (# (~ ′′), # (~),⇝).

The above was obtained from Example 2.12’s graph as follows:

(i) the nodes 2, 4, 9 have been removed since they are outside the graph’s only SCC,
(ii) the cycle 0 · 1 · 3 · 5 · 6 · 0 was collapsed into the self-edge (0, 0), the paths 0 · 8 · 10 · 11

and 11 · 12 · 0 were collapsed into the edges (0, 11) and (11, 0) respectively, and the paths
0 · 8 · 10 · 14 and 14 · 15 · 16 · 0 were collapsed into the edges (0, 14) and (14, 0) respectively;

(iii) the sloped relations are defined as compositions of those along the paths of the original
graph, e.g., R0,0 is R0,1 ◦ R1,3 ◦ R3,5 ◦ R5,6 ◦ R6,0, and R0,11 is R0,8 ◦ R8,10 ◦ R10,11.

There is no unique way to produce a minimal reduced version. Here, we prioritized the full col-
lapsing of the left-most simple cycle to produce the self-edge (0, 0), which meant that the collapse
of the other two simple cycles each had to be mediated by at least one other vertex. We could have
gone other ways, e.g., fully collapsing the middle or right-most simple cycles. These cycles must
remain distinct after the collapse, because we need to preserve distinct sloped relations along them.

3 OVERVIEW OF THE COMPLEXITY LANDSCAPE

In the remainder of the paper, we explore existing and novel criteria for checking Infinite Descent
for sloped graphs. Namely, we study the following criteria, where the first two are automaton-based
and the last two are relation-based.
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Criterion Time Complexity Upper Bound

Vertex-language Automaton O(=5 ·F2 · 22=F log(2=F) )

Slope-language Automaton O(=2 ·F ·Min(=4, 32F
2
) · 22F log(2F) )

Transitive Looping (SCT) O(=·(F4·33F
2
+ =2·F4·32F

2
))

Order-reduced Transitive Looping O(=3 ·F4 · 32F
2
)

Fig. 3. Time complexity bounds for the various criteria

Vertex-language Automaton criterion: the most common criterion for Infinite Descent, based
on automata recognising vertices of a sloped graph (see Section 4.1).

Slope-language Automaton criterion: a novel automaton-based criterion that shifts from an
alphabet of vertices to one of sloped relations (see Section 4.2).

Transitive Looping criterion: essentially, the size-change termination (SCT) criterion given
in [Lee et al. 2001] (see Section 5.1).

Order-reduced Transitive Looping criterion: a novel relation-based criterion for Infinite De-
scent, inspired by and improving on the Transitive Looping criterion (see Section 5.2).

Sections 4 and 5 of this paper provide a comprehensive examination of the aforementioned criteria,
offering a detailed parameterised analysis of their worst-case time complexity in terms of the
number of vertices = in the sloped graph and the vertex widthF (see Definition 2.10).
Our complexity results are summarized in Fig. 3. The Vertex-language Automaton exhibits

exponential complexity with respect to both = and F , whereas the Slope-language Automaton
is exponential only in the latter and polynomial in the former. The relation-based approaches
demonstrate a clear distinction between the two parameters, showcasing polynomial complexity in
the number of vertices and exponential complexity in the vertex width. Our novel order-reduced
criterion improves upon the complexity bounds of existing relation-based criteria, reducing the
dependence on the vertex width by an exponential factor. Notably, though, there is no definitive
winner between the Order-reduced Transitive Looping criterion and the automaton-based criteria,
in terms of time complexity bounds. The superiority of a criterion depends on the relationship
between the two parameters. When F is comparable to =, the exponential component of the
Vertex-language Automaton criterion is similar to that of Order-reduced Transitive Looping, but
the latter has a slightly better polynomial profile. If F dominates = then, complexity-wise, the
automata-based criteria prevail (with the Slope-language Automaton criterion having slightly better
complexity). When = is exponentially larger thanF , the Order-reduced Transitive Looping criterion
has by far the best theoretical complexity. Our experimental evaluation of these methods presented
in Section 6 bear out the observation that the various criteria behave quite diferently depending on
the context, and whether or not the input graphs satisfy Infinite Descent. Altogether this shows
that these different trade-offs between the methods create an intriguing complexity landscape.

4 AUTOMATON-BASED CRITERIA

Perhaps the most well-known characterization of the Infinite Descent property is in terms of
inclusion between l-regular languages, i.e., those accepted by Büchi automata. This originated
with Lee et al. [2001] in the context of the Size-Change Principle for program termination, and was
later adapted to the logical context for Infinite Descent [Brotherston 2006; Simpson 2017].

We describe the method using our framework’s terminology, augmenting with (time) complexity
bounds, and we propose an alternative automaton-theoretic method. We adopt standard definitions
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for Büchi automata B = (Σ, &, @0,Δ, � ), consisting of an alphabet Σ, a set of states & with initial
state @0 ∈ & and set � ⊆ & of accepting states, and a transition relation Δ ⊆ & × Σ×& . A word over
the alphabet Σ is an infinite sequence of letters F = (08 )8∈N. A run for F = (08 )8∈N is an infinite
sequence of states (B8 )8∈N such that B0 = @0 and (B8 , 08 , B8+1) ∈ Δ for all 8 ∈ N. A run (B8 )8∈N for
F is called accepting if it visits accepting states infinitely often, that is, the set {8 ∈ N | B8 ∈ � }
is infinite. A word F is said to be accepted by B if it has an accepting run. The language of B,
denoted by Lang(B), is the set of words accepted by B. See [Khoussainov and Nerode 2001] for a
comprehensive treatment. The standard procedure for deciding the emptiness of Lang(B) operates
by checking if there exists a strongly connected component in B’s underlying directed graph that
is accessible from the initial state and contains a final state; the worst-case time complexity for this
procedure equals that of determining the strongly connected components, which is the size of this
underlying graph [Tarjan 1972], approximated from above by |& | + |Δ|.

4.1 Vertex-language Automaton Criterion

The construction of Lee et al. [2001] uses Büchi automata recognising words over the alphabet
Σ = V of vertices in the (proof) graph. We follow Brotherston’s [2006] account. Given a sloped
graph SG = (V, E, Ps,R), we construct two Büchi automata, both over the alphabet Σ = V:

• a path automaton, PAutV (SG), accepting all ipaths in SG, i.e. Lang(PAutV (SG)) = IPath(SG);
• a trace automaton, TAutV (SG), accepting all infinite sequences for which some suffix has a de-
creasing trace: Lang(TAutV (SG)) = {(v8 )8∈N | ∃80 ∈ N. (?8 )8≥80 decreasing trace for (v8 )8≥80 }.

The path automaton PAutV (SG) = (Σ, &, @0,Δ, � ) is immediate: & = V, @0 is the root vertex of
the proof, Δ = {(v, v ′, v ′) | (v, v ′) ∈ E}, and � = V. The transitions from each vertex v allow to
choose a vertex v ′ to which v is connected by an edge in SG, and the target vertex is recognised at
each such transition.
The trace automaton TAutV (SG) = (Σ, & ′, @′0,Δ

′, � ′) is defined as follows:

• & ′
= {@′0} ∪ {(v, ?, s) | v ∈ V ∧ ? ∈ Ps(v) ∧ s ∈ S}, with @′0 some fresh initial state.

• Δ
′
= Δ1 ∪ Δ2 ∪ Δ3, where Δ1 = {(@′0, v, @

′
0) | v ∈ V}, Δ2 = {(@′0, v, (v, ?, s)) | (v, ?, s) ∈ &

′},
and Δ3 = {((v, ?, s), v ′, (v ′, ? ′, s′)) | s ∈ S ∧ (v, v ′) ∈ E ∧ Rv,v′ (?, ?

′, s′)}
• � = {(v, ?, ⇝ ) | (v, ?, ⇝ ) ∈ & ′}

Remaining within the initial state, @′0, any number of arbitrary transitions are allowed (the Δ1

part). At some nondeterministic point on the ipath, tracking the descent begins by moving into
a state that stores not only the vertex, but also a position of that vertex and the last occurring
slope relationship between positions (the Δ2 part). Thereafter, a “maintain” or “decrease” slope
relationship has to be continuously guaranteed between the positions (the Δ3 part). Note that in
this automaton any sequence of nodes (v8 )8∈N has a run using only transitions in Δ1. However,
the acceptance condition � forces an (accepting) run to (1) reach transitions in Δ3 (via Δ2), where
it then remains, and for (2) infinitely often these Δ3 transitions to represent a “decrease”. Thus, a
word (v8 )8∈N is accepted by TAutV (SG) iff some suffix of it (v8 )8≥80 has a decreasing trace (?8 )8≥80 .

Since Infinite Descent means that all ipaths are descending, it is reducible to the inclusion
between the languages of the above two automata:1

Theorem 4.1 (Vertex-language Automaton criterion, [Brotherston 2006; Lee et al.

2001; Simpson 2017]). A sloped graph SG satisfies the Infinite Descent property if and only if

Lang(PAutV (SG)) ⊆ Lang(TAutV (SG)).

Inclusion between two Büchi automata B and B ′, can be decided in time exponential in the
combined sizes of B and B ′. The standard algorithm checks emptiness of the language of B × B ′,

1Full details on this construction can be found in [Brotherston 2006, App. A].
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the product between B and the complement of B ′ (but there are also more efficient ones [Abdulla
et al. 2010]). The best known bound for complementing a Büchi automata B with : states is given by
Schewe’s [2009] ranked-based approach, yielding an automaton B with O(2: ·log: ) states. Standard
complexity analyses posit that this dominates the time of both constructing the complement
automaton, and the overall inclusion check. However, this assumes a fixed alphabet. By contrast,
here we wish to distinguish different parameters (affecting, in different ways, the sizes of the
automaton components), and in our case, the alphabet is not fixed but proportional to the input. So
we take as a lower bound on the time complexity the size not only of the set of states, but also that
of the transition relation of Schewe’s complement automaton—this is in O(2 |& | ·log |& | · |Σ| · |Δ|).
We also then consider the states and transition relation of the product automaton.

Let = = |V| andF be the vertex width of SG. From the equivalence in Theorem 4.1 we can derive:

Theorem 4.2. The Vertex-language Automaton criterion is decidable in timeO(=5 ·F2 ·22=F log(2=F) ).

Proof. Let us recall the sizes of the components of the automata. We have that |Σ| = =. Let
< = |E|. For PAutV (SG) we have |& | = = and |Δ| = <. For TAutV (SG) we have: |& ′ | = 2=F + 1,
|Δ1 | = =, |Δ2 | = 2=F + 1, |Δ3 | ≤ 2<F2 ≤ 2=2F2, and |Δ′ | = |Δ1 | + |Δ2 | + |Δ3 | = O(=2F2),
where we have approximated < as O(=2). As mentioned, the sizes of the components of the
complement automaton for TAutV (SG) are |& ′ | = O(2 |&

′ | log |&′ |) = O(22=F log(2=F) ) for the states,
and |Δ′ | = O(2 |&

′ | log |&′ | · |Σ| · |Δ′ |) = O(=3 ·F2 · 22=F log(2=F) ) for the transition relation. Finally,
we compute the product automaton between the path automaton and the complement of the trace
automaton using the standard construction for Büchi automata. This yields a set of states whose
size is (up to a constant factor) the product of the sizes of the sets of states of the input automata:
|& | · |& ′ | = O(= · 22=F log(2=F) ). Also, in the worst case, the size of the transition relation is (up
to a constant factor) the product of the sizes of the transition relations of the input automata:
|Δ| · |Δ′ | = O(=5 ·F2 · 22=F log(2=F) ). The overall complexity is obtained by taking the last number
above, which subsumes all others. □

4.2 Slope-language Automaton Criterion

The complexity of the Vertex-language Automaton criterion is exponential in both the parameters =
andF . Due to the PSPACE-completeness of the problem, we cannot expect to eliminate exponential
behaviour altogether. However, an interesting question is whether we can remove the exponentiality
in one of the parameters, perhaps with a trade-off of further complexity in the other. Next, we
propose a novel automaton-theoretic solution that achieves this. (In Section 5 we explore approaches
based on relational abstractions that also achieve this.)

For the Vertex-language criterion, the exponentiality in = comes from the complementation of the
trace automaton. Next, we will focus on removing the dependency of the trace automaton on =—by
noting that, in the incremental construction of a (decreasing) trace for an ipath, what matters is not
the particular current vertex or its out-edges but, more abstractly, the sloped relations on the edges.

This suggests shifting from an alphabet of vertices to one of sloped relations. We will only need
those that appear in SG, so we take Σ = {Rv,v′ | (v, v

′) ∈ E}. We will construct the path and trace
automata such that only the path automaton “knows” about vertices/edges. Its construction is very
similar to vertex-language path automaton, except that it recognises sloped relations along edges
instead of the target vertices. Namely, we define the path automaton PAutR (SG) = (Σ, &, @0,Δ, � )
taking: & = {@0} ∪ V where @0 is some fresh initial state, Δ = {(@0,Rv,v′, v

′) | (v, v ′) ∈ E} ∪
{(v,Rv,v′, v

′) | (v, v ′) ∈ E}, and � = V. Therefore, PAutR (SG) accepts all infinite sequences ('8 )8∈N
of sloped relations such that there is an ipath (v8 )8∈N in SG satisfying ' 9 = Rv9 ,v9+1 for all 9 ∈ N.

Conversely, the trace automaton TAutR (SG) = (Σ, & ′, @′0,Δ
′, � ′) only “remembers” positions and

slopes, transitioning from one position to another via sloped relations that permit this:
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• & ′
= {@′0} ∪ {(?, s) | ? ∈ (

⋃

v∈V Ps(v)) ∧ s ∈ S} with @′0 some fresh initial state
• Δ

′
= Δ1 ∪ Δ2 ∪ Δ3, where Δ1 = {(@′0, ', @

′
0) | ' ∈ Σ},

Δ2 = {(@′0, ', (?
′, B ′)) | ' ∈ Σ ∧ (? ′, B ′) ∈ & ′}, and

Δ3 = {((?, B), ', (? ′, B ′)) | (?, B) ∈ & ′ ∧ ' ∈ Σ ∧ '(?, ? ′, B ′)}
• � = {(?, ⇝ ) | (?, ⇝ ) ∈ & ′}

The Δ1 and Δ2 transitions play a similar role as in the vertex-language trace automaton: allowing
to delay the start of tracing the descent. Note that the runs of the automaton need correspond to
any actual path in SG. Formally, a word ('8 )8∈N is accepted by TAutR (SG) when there exists some
suffix ('8 )8≥80 and a sequence (?8 )8≥80 of positions such that, for all 8 ≥ 80: ∃s ∈ S. '8 (?8 , ?8+1, s) and
∃ 9 ≥ 8 . ' 9 (? 9 , ? 9+1, ⇝ ). Thus, its accepting runs correspond to a form of path-less decreasing trace.
While recognising sloped relations (not vertices), these automata also encode Infinite Descent:

Theorem 4.3 (Slope-language Automaton criterion). A sloped graph SG satisfies the Infinite

Descent property iff Lang(PAutR (SG)) ⊆ Lang(TAutR (SG)).

Proof Outline. The result derives from the following two facts, straightforwardly verified:

1. For any sequence ('8 )8∈N, we have that ('8 )8∈N ∈ Lang(PAutR (SG)) iff there exists an ipath
(v8 )8∈N such that ∀8 ∈ N. '8 = Rv8 ,v8+1 ;

2. For any ipath (v8 )8∈N, we have that (Rv8 ,v8+1 )8∈N ∈ Lang(TAutR (SG)) iff (v8 )8∈N is descending.

Now the proof of the desired fact goes as follows:

(if): First assume Lang(PAutR (SG)) ⊆ Lang(TAutR (SG)). To show that Infinite Descent holds, let
(v8 )8∈N be an ipath. From point 1, we have that (Rv8 ,v8+1 )8∈N ∈ Lang(PAutR (SG)), and therefore
(Rv8 ,v8+1 )8∈N ∈ Lang(TAutR (SG)). Hence, from point 2 we have that (v8 )8∈N is descending.

(only if): Now, assume that Infinite Descent holds, and let ('8 )8∈N ∈ Lang(PAutR (SG)). By point 1
above, we obtain an ipath (v8 )8∈N such that ∀8 ∈ N. '8 = Rv8 ,v8+1 . From Infinite Descent, we
have that (v8 )8∈N is descending. Hence, from point 2 we have (Rv8 ,v8+1 )8∈N ∈ Lang(TAutR (SG)),
i.e., ('8 )8∈N ∈ Lang(TAutR (SG)). □

The slope-language constructions achieve the goal of reducing the exponentiality in the number
of vertices, and indeed this happens at the expense of added complexity in the vertex width (unless
= is exponentially larger). From the equivalence in Theorem 4.3 we can derive:

Theorem 4.4. The Slope-language Automaton criterion is decidable in time O(=2 ·F ·Min(=4, 32F
2
) ·

22F log(2F) ).

Proof. The total number of sloped relations between sets not exceedingF elements is at most
3F

2
. However, note that SG has at most < = |E| distinct sloped relations (one for each edge).

Thus we have |Σ| = O(Min(=2, 3F
2
)), since< = O(=2). Then, for PAutR (SG) we have |& | = = + 1

and |Δ| = < +< = O(=2). Moreover, note that, given a particular sloped graph, we can assume
without loss of generality that |Pos| = F (by renaming the positions if necessary). Thus, we
only need at most F positions. So, for TAutR (SG) we have |& ′ | = 2F + 1, |Δ1 | = Min(<, 3F

2
),

|Δ2 | = |Δ3 | = ( |& ′ | − 1) · Min(<, 3F
2
) = 2F · Min(<, 3F

2
), and thus |Δ′ | = |Δ1 | + |Δ2 | + |Δ3 | =

O(F · Min(=2, 3F
2
)). As before, the sizes of the components of the complement automaton for

TAutR (SG) are |& ′ | = O(2 |&
′ | ·log |&′ |) = O(22F log(2F) ) for the states, and for the transition relation

we have |Δ′ | = O(2 |&
′ | ·log |&′ | · |Σ| · |Δ′ |) = O(F ·Min(=4, 32F

2
) · 22F log(2F) ). Finally, the product

of the path automaton and the complement of the trace automaton needs a set of states whose size
is proportional to |& | · |& ′ | = O(= · 22F log(2F) ), and a transition relation whose size is proportional
to |Δ| · |Δ′ | = O(=2 ·F ·Min(=4, 32F

2
) · 22F log(2F) ). The overall complexity is obtained by taking

the last number above, which subsumes all others. □
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Fig. 5. The sloped graph (le�), path automaton (middle) and trace automaton (right) for Example 4.6, with

accepting states shaded in grey (the trace automaton’s initial state, @′0, and associated transitions, are elided).

Example 4.5. Fig. 4 shows Example 2.15’s sloped graph SG (writing ? for # (G) and ? ⇝ ? for
R1,1 (?, ?, ⇝ )), and its slope-language path and trace automata PAutR (SG) and TAutR (SG). Since
PAutR (SG) accepts a single word, (R1,1)

l , which is accepted by TAutR (SG) via the run @′0 (?,
⇝ )l ,

we have Lang(TAutR (SG)) ⊆ Lang(PAutR (SG)), reflecting that Infinite Descent holds for SG.

Example 4.6. A sloped graph SG equivalent (via some renaming) with the reduced 2-hydra one
from Example 2.16 is shown in Fig. 5, where we show the sets of positions next to each node
(e.g., Ps(1) = {?, @}) and use suggestive notations for the sloped relations (e.g., ?1 ⇝ @2 means
R1,2 (?, @, ⇝ )). The figure also shows the slope-language path and trace automata, PAutR (SG) and
TAutR (SG), respectively, where we use ‘/’ to indicate multiple labels, e.g., R2/3,1 denotes two labels:
R2,1 and R3,1. Note that PAutR (SG) accepts the language ((R1,1)

∗ (R1,2 R2,1)
∗ (R1,3 R3,1)

∗)l . Each
word in this language has one of the following two forms, depending on whether it ends in a
(R1,3 R3,1)

l loop: either (i) (
∏

8<ℎF8 ) (R1,3 R3,1)
l with ℎ ∈ N or (ii)

∏

8∈NF8 , where each F8 is
either (a) (R1,1)

:8 (R1,3 R3,1)
;8 , or (b) (R1,2 R2,1)

:8 (R1,3 R3,1)
;8 , for :8 ∈ N+ and ;8 ∈ N. (It is not

required that the forms (a) and (b) actually alternate in the sequence ofF8 ’s.)
If the word has the form (i), then it is accepted by TAutR (SG) via the run (@′0)

C ((?, ⇝ ) (?,⇝))l ,
where C =

∑

8<ℎ length(F8 ). If the word has the form (ii), then it is accepted by TAutR (SG) via the
run @′0 (

∏

8∈N D8 ), where each D8 is the following sequence of TAutR (SG) states:

• (?, ⇝ ):8 ((?, ⇝ ) (?,⇝));8 , ifF8 has the form (a) andF8+1 also has the form (a);
• (?, ⇝ ):8−1 (@, ⇝ ) ((@, ⇝ ) (@,⇝));8 , ifF8 has the form (a) andF8+1 has the form (b);
• ((@, ⇝ ) (@,⇝)):8 ((@, ⇝ ) (@,⇝));8 , ifF8 has the form (b) andF8+1 also has the form (b);
• ((@, ⇝ ) (@,⇝)):8−1 (?, ⇝ ) ((?, ⇝ ) (?,⇝));8 , ifF8 has the form (b) andF8+1 has the form (a).

So, the states that make up the run shift between (?, ⇝ ) and (@, ⇝ ), depending on the next cycle in
which the path-following word engages. Thus Lang(TAutR (SG)) ⊆ Lang(PAutR (SG)), reflecting
the fact that Infinite Descent holds for SG. See also [Berardi and Tatsuta 2019, §4.1] for a detailed
discussion of Infinite Descent for 2-hydra.
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5 RELATION-BASED CRITERIA

In this section we explore relation-based criteria for Infinite Descent (and Size-Change Principle).
We first recall the criterion developed by Lee et al. [2001] and later refined by Ben-Amram and Lee
[2007], which can be decided using the Floyd-Warshall-Kleene algorithm for solving the algebraic
path problem. We then describe our novel algorithm for deciding this criterion, based on a reduction
of the number of paths that need considering.

5.1 Transitive Looping Criterion (Size-Change Principle)

In addition to the Büchi automaton encoding recalled in Section 4.1, Lee et al. [2001] also introduced
a more direct criterion based on relation (graph) manipulation to form the composition closure of
sloped graphs’ relations. We first fix the order ⇝ <

⇝ on slopes (thinking of ⇝ as being “steeper”
than ⇝), and then define the composition ' ⊙& ⊆ % × % ′′ × S of two sloped relations ' ⊆ % × % ′ × S

and & ⊆ % ′ × % ′′ × S as follows: (' ⊙ &) (?, ? ′′, s) holds just in case s is the largest slope such that
there exist ? ′ ∈ % ′ and s1, s2 ∈ S with '(?, ? ′, s1), & (? ′, ? ′′, s2) and s = max (s1, s2). (There may
exist multiple such slopes s1 and s2, and the definition chooses a pair that gives the largest value
for max (s1, s2).) Thus, sloped relation composition takes the steepest slope available between ?
and ? ′′ via a route ? ↦→' ?

′ ↦→& ? ′′ for some ? ′.
We describe (a slightly generalized version of) their criterion in our framework. The key concept

for this criterion is the composition closure of a sloped graph.

Definition 5.1. The composition closure of a sloped graph SG = (V, E, Ps,R) is the family of sets
of sloped relations Cl = (Clv,v′) (v,v′) ∈V×V defined inductively by:

Rv,v′ ∈ Clv,v′
(v, v′) ∈ E

' ∈ Clv,v′ & ∈ Clv′,v′′

' ⊙ & ∈ Clv,v′′

If we want to explicitly indicate the underlying sloped graph SG, we use ClSG instead of Cl. Note
that Clv,v′ ≠ ∅ iff there is a path from v to v ′.
The composition closure captures the position changes along all possible (finite) paths with the

given source and target. Ben-Amram and Lee [2007] show that checking Infinite Descent amounts
to checking that, for any idempotent sloped relation connecting a vertex to itself, there exists
a position such that the relation describes a strict decrease between that position and itself—in
other words, checking that any idempotent vertex-level loop has a position-level loop. We call this
property the Idempotent Looping property. In fact, as already observed by Ben-Amram and Lee
[2007] and Fogarty and Vardi [2009], this is equivalent to the following property.

Definition 5.2. SG satisfies the Transitive Looping property if, for all v ∈ V and % ∈ ClSGv,v , %
(viewed as a graph) contains a strongly connected component with a ⇝ -labeled edge.

The name ‘Transitive Looping’ derives from the fact that requiring that % contains a strongly
connected component with a ⇝ -labeled edge is equivalent to requiring that there is a position-level
loop in the transitive closure of % .

Proposition 5.3. The Idempotent Looping property is equivalent to the Transitive Looping property.

Proof. For a sloped relation ', we denote by '⃝+ the transitive closure of '. It is straightforward
to verify that in a sloped relation ' (viewed as a graph), the existence of a strongly connected
component with a ⇝ -labeled edge is equivalent to the existence of a position ? such that '⃝+ (?, ?, ⇝ ).
Now, assume Idempotent Looping. To prove Transitive Looping, let v ∈ V and % ∈ ClSGv,v . Then,

also %⃝+ ∈ ClSGv,v (because % is finite, and therefore %⃝+
= %= for some =). Since %⃝+ is idempotent, by

Idempotent Looping we obtain ? ∈ Ps(v) such that %⃝+ (?, ?, ⇝ ), as desired.
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Algorithm 1: Checks Transitive Looping using the Floyd-Warshall-Kleene algorithm.

Input: Sloped Graph SG = (V, E, Ps,R)
Output: True if Transitive Looping holds for SG and False otherwise

1 foreach (v, v ′) ∈ V × V do =2 iterations
2 if (v, v ′) ∈ E then

3 if v = v ′ and TransLoop('v,v′) = False then return False O(F2)

4 Clv,v′ ≔ {Rv,v′}

5 else Clv,v′ ≔ ∅

6 foreach v ′′ ∈ V do = iterations

7 - := (Clv′′,v′′)
∗ O(F4 · 33F

2
)

8 foreach (v, v ′) ∈ V × V do =2 iterations

9 .v,v′ := Clv,v′′ ◦ - ◦ Clv′′,v′ O(F4 · 32F
2
)

10 if E = E ′ then

11 foreach ' ∈ .v,v′ do O(3F
2
) iterations

12 if TransLoop(') = False then return False O(F2)

13 foreach (v, v ′) ∈ V × V do O(=2) iterations

14 ClE,E′ ≔ ClE,E′ ∪ .v,v′ O(F4 · 3F
2
)

15 return True

Conversely, assume Transitive Looping. To prove Idempotent Looping, let v ∈ V and % ∈ ClSGv,v
such that % ⊙ % = % . By Transitive Looping, we have ? ∈ Ps(v) such that %⃝+ (?, ?, ⇝ ). Since % is
idempotent, we have that % = %⃝+ , and thus % (?, ?, ⇝ ), as desired. □

It may seem that verifying the Transitive Looping property is more computationally expensive
than checking the Idempotent Looping property described above since, given an idempotent
relation, checking for a position-level loop is in O(F), whereas the condition defining the Transitive
Looping property above is in O(F2) (to compute the strongly connected components). However,
this reasoning neglects to consider that we must first perform a check (in O(F3) time) that a
relation is indeed idempotent.

Given that the Idempotent Looping property is equivalent to Infinite Descent [Ben-Amram and
Lee 2007], we obtain the following new criterion for Infinite Descent.

Theorem 5.4 (Transitive Looping criterion). A sloped graph satisfies the Infinite Descent

property iff it satisfies the Transitive Looping property.

The Transitive Looping criterion can be checked by computing the closure, and checking that
each relation in the sets Clv,v (for each v ∈ V) satisfies the Transitive Looping property. The
composition closure is easily seen to be the solution for the algebraic path problem instantiated
to the closed semiring structure on finite sets of sloped relations consisting of: 0 as ∅, 1 as the
singleton set having the identity sloped relation as unique element, sum as union, and multiplication
as componentwise composition - ◦ . = {% ◦ & | % ∈ - ∧ & ∈ . }. The standard algorithm for
solving the general algebraic path problem is the Floyd-Warshall-Kleene algorithm [Lehmann
1977; Yannakakis 1990], illustrated in Algorithm 1. To check Transitive Looping, we augment the
algorithm to make use of a function TransLoop that checks its input sloped relation (viewed as a
graph) for a strongly connected component containing a ⇝ -labeled edge. We have annotated the
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algorithm with the complexity of key steps in terms of the parameters = (number of vertices) and
F (vertex width) of the sloped graph. The overall complexity is O(=·(F4·33F

2
+ =2·F4·32F

2
)). The

execution time is dominated by the foreach loop on line 6 (= iterations) and the following two
computations nested inside this loop:

• the computation on line 7, namely asteration, which requires O(F4 · 33F
2
) steps;

• the foreach loop on line 8 (=2 iterations) containing the computation of Clv,v′′ ◦- ◦Clv′′,v′ on
line 9, which requires O(F4 · 32F

2
) steps (this being the cost of componentwise composition,

i.e. the multiplication operation).

Making use of a total comparison function over sloped relations (costing O(F2) to compare two
sloped relations) we can implement the sets of the composition closure using binary search trees,
resulting in membership checking and insertion in O(F4) time (needing O(log(3F

2
)) = O(F2)

comparisons). Notice that replacing the O(F2) Transitive Looping check by the O(F3) Idempotent
Looping check does not affect the overall complexity, since the complexity in both cases is dominated
by that of computing the compositions of sloped relations.

Theorem 5.5. The Transitive Looping criterion is decidable in time O(=·(F4·33F
2
+ =2·F4·32F

2
)).

We note that other alternatives to exploring the composition closure are possible. For example
moving between triples (v, %, v ′) and (v, % ⊙ Rv′,v′′, v

′′) using breadth-first or iterative deepening
depth-first search. However, if we also factor in cycle detection, their worst-case complexity is not
better than that of algorithm 1.
This relation-based approach also allows failure of Infinite Descent to be detected ‘early’ by

testing each eligible relation as it is produced, a fact again observed by Ben-Amram and Lee
[2007]. Thus, in the case that a sloped graph does not satisfy the Transitive Looping Criterion,
this can be determined without necessarily computing the full closure. This contrasts with the
automaton-based approaches, which must carry out the same (costly) automaton complementation
step regardless of whether Infinite Descent holds or not.

Approximation-based Optimisation. Ben-Amram and Lee [2007, §7.2] also describe an optimisation
for this approach based on a notion of approximation between sloped relations. We can extend the
ordering⇝ <

⇝ on slopes to sloped relations pointwise, by first defining a non-strict ordering % ≤ &
if and only if % (?, ? ′, s) implies there exists s′ such that & (?, ? ′, s′) and s ≤ s′, for all positions ?
and ? ′ and slopes s, and then defining the strict ordering on sloped relations by % < & iff % ≤ &
and % ≠ & . Note that this only defines a partial order on the set of sloped relations. It is easy to see
that this relation has the property that % < & implies % ⊙ ( < & ⊙ ( and ( ⊙ % < ( ⊙ & .

The optimisation consists in observing that if a sloped relation& fails the transitive looping check
and % < & , then so too does % . This means that only the <-minimal elements of the composition
closure need to be checked in order to verify Infinite Descent. For a set - of sloped relation, we
write Min(- ) to denote the set {% | % ∈ - ∧ �& ∈ - .& < %} of <-minimal elements of - . Note
that the following property follows immediately from the definition: Min(- ) ⊆ - , for all - .

Definition 5.6. SG satisfies the Minimal Transitive Looping property if, for all v ∈ V and % ∈
Min(ClSGv,v), % (viewed as a graph) contains a strongly connected component with a ⇝ -labeled edge.

Theorem 5.7 (Minimal Transitive Looping criterion). A sloped graph satisfies the Infinite

Descent property iff it satisfies the Minimal Transitive Looping property.

Proof. By theorem 5.4, it suffices to show that Minimial Transitive Looping is equivalent to
Transitive Looping. If a sloped graph satisfies Transitive Looping, then it trivially satisfies Minimal
Transitive Looping sinceMin(Clv,v) ⊆ Clv,v , for all v. Conversely, if a sloped graph does not satisfy
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Transitive Looping, then there is some vertex v and sloped relation % ∈ Clv,v such that % fails the
transitive looping check. If % ∈ Min(Clv,v), then the graph does not satisfy Minimal Transitive
Looping. Otherwise, there is some& ∈ Min(Clv,v) such that& < % , and so& also fails the transitive
looping check. Thus, the graph does not satisfy Minimal Transitive Looping in this case either. □

Although using this optimisation can lead to a significant (constant factor) speedup in practice,
it does not improve the overall complexity of the approach.

5.2 Order-reduced Transitive Looping Criterion

In fact, as we now show, it is not necessary to compute the full closure ClSG (nor even its approx-
imation-based optimisation) in order to check Infinite Descent. A still smaller ‘closure’ suffices,
which takes advantage of symmetries inherent in the problem domain. For example, supposing
(v, v ′) and (v ′, v) are edges between distinct vertices in the graph, it is not necessary to consider
traces along both v · v ′ · v and v ′ · v · v ′, since the ipath (v · v ′)l satisfies Infinite Descent if and
only if so too does (v ′ · v)l . Our optimised approach relies on fixing (arbitrarily) a total ordering of
the vertices in the sloped graph, and observing that any ipath has a tail visiting only vertices ‘less
than or equal to’ the maximum vertex occurring infinitely often. Thus, we do not need to consider
paths between vertices v8 and v9 containing vertices strictly greater than Max(v8 , v9 ).

Since the results that we give below hold for arbitrary total orders, we will hereafter assume, for
any set V of vertices, an implicit total order v1 < . . . < v |V | . In an abuse of vector notation, we will
write ã to denote this order, and so use ã8 to denote the 8th vertex of the order, v8 .

Definition 5.8. The order-reduced composition closure of a sloped graph SG = (V, E, Ps,R) is the
family of sets of sloped relations Ω = (Ω8, 9 )1≤8, 9≤ |V | defined inductively by:

Rã8 ,ã9 ∈ Ω8, 9
(ã8 , ã9 ) ∈ E

% ∈ Ω8,8 & ∈ Ω8,8

% ⊙ & ∈ Ω8,8

% ∈ Ω8,: & ∈ Ω:,9

% ⊙ & ∈ Ω8, 9
: < Min(8, 9)

% ∈ Ω 9, 9

Rã8 ,ã9 ⊙ % ∈ Ω8, 9
8 > 9, (ã8 , ã9 ) ∈ E

%1 ∈ Ω8,: %2 ∈ Ω:,9 %3 ∈ Ω 9, 9

%1 ⊙ %2 ⊙ %3 ∈ Ω8, 9
8 > 9 > :

As above, we may write ΩSG when we wish to be explicit about the underlying sloped graph SG.

We define analogues of the Transitive Looping property and its Minimal version using the
order-reduced closure.

Definition 5.9. SG satisfies the (Minimal) Order-reduced Transitive Looping property if, for all
8 ≤ |V| and % ∈ Ω

SG
8,8 (resp. Min(ΩSG

8,8 )), % (viewed as a graph) contains a strongly connected
component with a ⇝ -labeled edge.

We now consider the equivalence of the Order-reduced Transitive Looping property to the
Infinite Descent property. One direction follows as a corollary of the fact that the order-reduced
closure is a subset of the full composition closure.

Lemma 5.10. For a sloped graph SG = (V, E, Ps,R), ΩSG
8, 9 ⊆ ClSGã8 ,ã9 for all 8, 9 ≤ |V|.

Proof. By a straightforward induction on the definition of Ω. □

The converse direction obtains, essentially, because the sets Ω8,8 capture the sloped relations
corresponding to just enough finite loops for considering all possible ipaths. To show this, we
first consider some different categories of (finite) paths. In the following, we fix a sloped graph
SG = (V, E, Ps,R).
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Definition 5.11. We define a number of (natural number indexed) families of strings, or sequences,
of vertices using the following grammar.2

loops _(8) F ã8 d (8) ã8

routes d (8) F [d ( 9)]
(

ã 9 | f ( 9)
)

[d ( 9)] (for all 9 < 8)

circuits f (8) F ã8 [g (8)] ã8

trails g (8) F ã 9 | ã 9 g (8) (for all 9 ≤ 8)

For any string i of symbols (i.e. vertices or non-terminals), we denote by Lang(i) the language of
i—i.e. the set of sentences, or terminal strings, derivable from i .

Notice that Lang(g (8)) contains all sequences of vertices less than or equal to ã8 . Thus, Lang(f (8))
contains sequences of vertices starting and ending at ã8 that consist of vertices less than or equal to
ã8 . The definitions above are carefully formulated to yield the following properties about (arbitrary)
sequences of vertices (i.e. not only sequences that are actual paths in the graph).

Lemma 5.12. The following hold:

(1) (v: ):<= ∈ Lang(d (8)) if v: < ã8 for all : < =.

(2) (v: ):<= ∈ Lang(_(8)) if = > 2, v0 = v=−1 = ã8 , and v: < v0 for all 0 < : < = − 1.

Proof. (1) By strong induction on 8 . Let ã 9 be the maximum vertex appearing in (v: ):<= .
Since v: < ã8 for all : < =, we have that 9 < 8 . Let 0 ≤ <,<′

< = be such that v< and v<′ are the
first and last occurrences, respectively, of ã 9 in (v: ):<= . Thus, we have (v: )<≤:≤<′ ∈ Lang(ã 9 |
f ( 9)). Moreover, when < > 0, it must be that v: < ã 9 for all : < < and so, by the inductive
hypothesis, (v: ):<< ∈ Lang(d ( 9)). Similarly, when <′

< = − 1, it must be that v: < ã 9 for all
<′ ≤ : < = and so, by the inductive hypothesis, (v: )<′≤:<= ∈ Lang(d ( 9)). Therefore, it follows
that (v9 ) 9<= ∈ Lang( [d ( 9)] ( ã 9 | f ( 9) ) [d ( 9)]). So, by definition 5.11, (v9 ) 9<= ∈ Lang(d (8)), since
9 < 8 .
(2) Immediate, by definition 5.11 and part (1). □

Given a non-trivial path c = (v8 )8<= , we denote by
∑

c the composition of the sloped relations
along the edges of c ; i.e.

∑

c = Rv0,v1 ⊙ . . . ⊙ Rv=−2,v=−1 . Notice that for a path c = c1 · c2, with
c1 and c2 both non-trivial, we have that

∑

c = (
∑

c1) ⊙ (
∑

c2). The following result is the key
property of the order-reduced composition closure.

Lemma 5.13. For all 8 , 9 with 1 ≤ 8, 9 ≤ |V|, and all paths c , the following hold:

(i) if 8 < 9 and c ∈ Lang(ã8 [d (8)] ã 9 ), then
∑

c ∈ Ω8, 9 ;

(ii) if 8 > 9 and c ∈ Lang(ã8 [d ( 9)] ã 9 ) or c ∈ Lang(ã8 [d ( 9)] f ( 9)), then
∑

c ∈ Ω8, 9 ;

(iii) if 8 = 9 and c ∈ Lang(f (8)) then
∑

c ∈ Ω8, 9 .

Proof. By wellfounded induction on the lexicographic ordering on N × N.

(i): We distinguish the following cases.
(c ∈ Lang(ã8 ã 9 )): Then c = ã8 · ã 9 . Therefore (ã8 , ã 9 ) ∈ E and

∑

c = Rã8 ,ã9 . Thus the result
follows from the base case in definition 5.8.

(c ∈ Lang(ã8 [d (:)] ( ã: | f (:) ) [d (:)] ã 9 ), for some : < 8): Then c = c ′ · c ′′, with c ′ ∈
Lang(ã8 [d (:)] ( ã: | f (:) )) and c ′′ ∈ Lang(ã: [d (:)] ã 9 ). Since : < 8 < 9 , it follows that
(8, :) < (8, 9) and so, by the part (ii) of the inductive hypothesis, we have that

∑

c ′ ∈ Ω8,: .
Furthermore, since : < 8 , it follows that (:, 9) < (8, 9) and so, by part (i) of the inductive
hypothesis, we have that

∑

c ′′ ∈ Ω:,9 . Therefore, since : < 8 = Min(8, 9), it follows that
∑

c = (
∑

c ′) ⊙ (
∑

c ′′) ∈ Ω8, 9 by definition 5.8.

2Following EBNF syntax, the notation [. . .] indicates optional occurrence of a string of symbols.
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(ii): We distinguish the following cases.
(c ∈ Lang(ã8 ã 9 )): Then c = ã8 · ã 9 . Therefore (ã8 , ã 9 ) ∈ E and

∑

c = Rã8 ,ã9 . Thus the result
follows from the base case in definition 5.8.

(c ∈ Lang(ã8 f ( 9))): Then c = ã8 · c
′, with (ã8 , ã 9 ) ∈ E and c ′ ∈ Lang(f ( 9)). Since 9 < 8 , it

follows that ( 9, 9) < (8, 9) and so, by part (iii) of the inductive hypothesis, we have that
∑

c ′ ∈ Ω 9, 9 . Therefore, it follows that
∑

c = R8, 9 ⊙ (
∑

c ′) ∈ Ω8, 9 by definition 5.8.
(c ∈ Lang(ã8 [d (:)] ( ã: | f (:) ) [d (:)] ã 9 ), for some : < 9 ): Then c = c ′ · c ′′, with c ′ ∈
Lang(ã8 [d (:)] ( ã: | f (:) )) and c ′′ ∈ Lang(ã: [d (:)] ã 9 ). Since : < 9 , it follows that
(8, :) < (8, 9) and so, by the part (ii) of the inductive hypothesis, we have that

∑

c ′ ∈ Ω8,: .
Furthermore, since : < 9 < 8 , it follows that (:, 9) < (8, 9) and so, by part (i) of the inductive
hypothesis, we have that

∑

c ′′ ∈ Ω:,9 . Therefore, since : < 9 = Min(8, 9), it follows that
∑

c = (
∑

c ′) ⊙ (
∑

c ′′) ∈ Ω8, 9 by definition 5.8.
(c ∈ Lang(ã8 [d (:)] ( ã: | f (:) ) [d (:)] f ( 9)), for some : < 9 ): Then c = c1 · c2 · c3, with
c1 ∈ Lang(ã8 [d (:)] ( ã: | f (:) )), c2 ∈ Lang(ã: [d (:)] ã 9 ), and c3 ∈ Lang(f ( 9)). Since
: < 9 , it follows that (8, :) < (8, 9) and so, by part (ii) of the inductive hypothesis, we have
that

∑

c1 ∈ Ω8,: . Since, moreover, that 9 < 8 , it follows that (:, 9) < (8, 9) and so, by part
(i) of the inductive hypothesis, we have that

∑

c2 ∈ Ω:,9 . Finally, since 9 < 8 , it follows
that ( 9, 9) < (8, 9) and so, by part (iii) of the inductive hypothesis, we have that

∑

c3 ∈ Ω 9, 9 .
Therefore, since : < 9 < 8 , it follows that

∑

c = (
∑

c1) ⊙ (
∑

c2) ⊙ (
∑

c3) ∈ Ω8, 9 , by
definition 5.8.

(iii) Then c starts and ends with ã8 and contains only vertices less than or equal than ã8 . We
proceed by induction on the number of occurrences of ã8 . In the base case, c contains only
two occurrences: the first and last vertices. We distinguish two subcases.
(1) Then c = ã8 · ã8 . Therefore (ã8 , ã8 ) ∈ E and

∑

c = Rã8 ,ã9 . Thus the result follows from the
base case in definition 5.8.

(2) Then c = (v9 ) 9<= such that v0 = v=−1 = ã8 and v: < ã8 for all 0 < : < = − 1. Thus, by
lemma 5.12(2), c ∈ Lang(_(8)) and so c ∈ Lang(ã8 [d (:)] ( ã: | f (:) ) [d (:)] ã8 ) for some
: < 8 , by definition. It then follows that c = c ′ · c ′′, with either c ′ ∈ Lang(ã8 [d (:)] ã: )
or c ′ ∈ Lang(ã8 [d (:)] f (:)), and c ′′ ∈ Lang(ã: [d (:)] ã8 ). Since : < 8 , it also follows
that (8, :) < (8, 8) and so, by part (ii) of the outer induction, we have that

∑

c ′ ∈ Ω8,: .
Similarly, (:, 8) < (8, 8) and so, by part (i) of the outer induction, we have that

∑

c ′′ ∈ Ω:,8 .
Therefore, it follows that

∑

c = (
∑

c ′) ⊙ (
∑

c ′′) ∈ Ω8,8 .
In the inductive step, we can decompose c as c = c1 · c2 with c1, c2 ∈ Lang(f (8)) by picking
an intermediate occurrence of ã8 . Thus, both c1 and c2 have one less occurrence each of ã8
than c . So, by the inner induction, we have that

∑

c1 ∈ Ω8,8 and
∑

c2 ∈ Ω8,8 . Therefore, it
follows that

∑

c = (
∑

c1) ⊙ (
∑

c1) ∈ Ω8,8 by definition 5.8. □

The following Ramsey-theoretic property is what allows us to link the Order-reduced Transitive
Looping property with Infinite Descent.

Proposition 5.14. Suppose SG does not satisfy Infinite Descent, then there is a path c in SG such

that the ipath (c)l is not descending.

Theorem 5.15 (Order-reduced Transitive Looping criterion). A sloped graph satisfies the

Infinite Descent property iff it satisfies the (Minimal) Order-reduced Transitive Looping property.

Proof. Order-reduced Transitive Looping and its Minimal version are equivalent by similar
reasoning to that employed in the proof of theorem 5.7. The equivalence of Infinite Descent and
Order-reduced Transitive Looping can be demonstrated as follows. The ‘only if’ direction is a
straightforward corollary of theorem 5.4 and lemma 5.10. For the ‘if’ direction, we prove the
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contrapositive. Suppose the Infinite Descent property fails, then by proposition 5.14 there is some
path c = (v9 ) 9<= in the graph such that the ipath (c)l is not infinitely descending. Let : < = and 8
be such that v: = ã8 is a maximum node occurring in c . Then, the ipath ((v9 ):≤ 9<= (v9 ) 9<: )

l is
not infinitely descending either. Now, notice that the path c ′

= v: . . . v=−1 v0 . . . v: ∈ Lang(f (8)).
We must have that the sloped relation % =

∑

c ′ fails to satisfy the Transitive Looping property,
and thus that the Order-reduced Transitive Looping property fails since, by lemma 5.13(iii), % ∈
Ω8,8 . To see that % fails to satisfy the Transitive Looping property, suppose otherwise and let
< ∈ N be the least< such that %< is the transitive closure of % . Then there is a trace (? 9 ) 9<=∗<
for ((v9 ):≤ 9<= (v9 ) 9<: )

< containing a ⇝ slope, which entails the contradiction that the ipath
((v9 ):≤ 9<= (v9 ) 9<: )

l is descending. □

It is immediate from definition 5.8 that the order-reduced composition closure can be computed
using dynamic programming, since each set Ω8, 9 depends only sets Ω8′, 9 ′ where (8 ′, 9 ′) <lex (8, 9)
(and the sloped relations in the input graph). A fixpoint computation is only necessary in the case
8 = 9 , and can operate over an initial set of relations obtained directly from the preceding sets and
the input graph.

Lemma 5.16. % ∈ Ω8,8 if and only if % = &1 ⊙ . . . ⊙ &= (for some = > 0) where, for each 0 < 9 ≤ =,
either & 9 = Rã8 ,ã8 or & 9 = &

′ ⊙ & ′′ for some & ′ ∈ Ω8,: and & ′′ ∈ Ω:,8 , with : < 8 .

Proof. Straightforward, by induction on= for the ‘if’ direction, and by induction on the definition
of Ω for the ‘only if’ direction. □

It is less obvious that the minimal sets of the order-reduced closure can be similarly computed
(i.e. without first computing the full order-reduced closure, and then filtering the <-minimal
elements). However, the following results show that the sets Min(Ω8, 9 ) do indeed depend only on
the sets Min(Ω8′, 9 ′) with (8 ′, 9 ′) <lex (8, 9) (and the sloped relations in the input graph that also
appear within the minimal order-reduced closure sets).

Lemma 5.17. The following hold:

(1) If % ∈ Min(Ω8, 9 ) with 8 < 9 , then either % = Rã8 ,ã9 or % = &1 ⊙ &2 for some : < 8 such that

&1 ∈ Min(Ω8,: ) and &2 ∈ Min(Ω:,9 ).
(2) If % ∈ Min(Ω8, 9 ) with 9 < 8 , then one of the following holds.

(a) % = Rã8 ,ã9 .

(b) % = &1 ⊙ &2 for some : < 8 such that &1 ∈ Min(Ω8,: ) and &2 ∈ Min(Ω:,9 ).
(c) % = Rã8 ,ã9 ⊙& , with& ∈ Min(Ω 9, 9 ); moreover, there are no&1 ∈ Min(Ω8,: ), &2 ∈ Min(Ω:,9 )

such that &1 ⊙ &2 < Rã8 ,ã9 .

(d) % = &1 ⊙ &2 ⊙ &3 with &1 ∈ Min(Ω8,: ), &2 ∈ Min(Ω:,9 ), and &3 ∈ Min(Ω 9, 9 ) for some

: < 9 ; moreover, there are no& ′
1 ∈ Min(Ω8,: ), &

′
2 ∈ Min(Ω:,9 ) such that& ′

1 ⊙&
′
2 < &1 ⊙&2.

(3) If % ∈ Min(Ω8,8 ), then % = &1 ⊙ . . . ⊙ &= (for some = > 0) and for each 0 < 9 ≤ =:
(i) either & 9 = Rã8 ,ã8 or & 9 = &

′ ⊙ & ′′ for some & ′ ∈ Min(Ω8,: ), &
′′ ∈ Min(Ω:,8 ), : < 8 ; and

(ii) there are no ( ∈ Min(Ω8,: ) and (
′ ∈ Min(Ω:,9 ) with : < 8 such that ( ⊙ ( ′ < & 9 .

Proof. (1): Suppose % ∈ Min(Ω8, 9 ), with 8 < 9 . Then % ∈ Ω8, 9 , since Min(Ω8, 9 ) ⊆ Ω8, 9 , and
so by definition 5.8 that there are two cases to consider. If % = Rã8 ,ã9 , then the result follows
immediately. Otherwise, % = &1 ⊙ &2 with &1 ∈ Ω8,: and &2 ∈ Ω:,9 for some : < 8 . We must have
that &1 ∈ Min(Ω8,: ) and &2 ∈ Min(Ω:,9 ) since, supposing otherwise we derive a contradiction. If
&1 ∉ Min(Ω8,: ) then there is& ′

1 ∈ Min(Ω8,: ) with& ′
1 < &1. Then it follows that also& ′

1 ∈ Ω8,: and
so, from definition 5.8, that& ′

1⊙&2 ∈ Ω8, 9 with& ′
1⊙&2 < &1⊙&2. But then % = &1⊙&2 ∉ Min(Ω8, 9 ),

contradicting the original assumption. The case that &2 ∉ Min(Ω:,9 ) follows symmetrically.
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(2): Suppose % ∈ Min(Ω8, 9 ), with 9 < 8 . Then % ∈ Ω8, 9 , since Min(Ω8, 9 ) ⊆ Ω8, 9 , and so by
definition 5.8 that there are four cases to consider.

(a) If % = Rã8 ,ã9 , then the result follows immediately.
(b) If % = &1 ⊙ &2 with &1 ∈ Ω8,: and &2 ∈ Ω:,9 for some : < 9 , then we must have that

&1 ∈ Min(Ω8,: ) and Min(&2 ∈ Ω:,9 ), by similar reasoning as that demonstrated in part (1).
(c) If % = Rã8 ,ã9 ⊙& , with& ∈ Ω 9, 9 , then wemust have& ∈ Min(Ω 9, 9 ) since supposing otherwise

we derive a contradiction. If& ∉ Min(Ω 9, 9 ) then, by definition, there is some& ′ ∈ Min(Ω 9, 9 )
such that & ′

< & . Then, & ′ ∈ Ω 9, 9 and so by definition 5.8, we have Rã8 ,ã9 ⊙ &
′ ∈ Ω8, 9 .

But we also have that Rã8 ,ã9 ⊙ &
′
< Rã8 ,ã9 ⊙ & = % , whence it follows that % ∉ Min(Ω8, 9 ).

Moreover, there are no &1 ∈ Min(Ω8,: ), &2 ∈ Min(Ω:,9 ) such that &1 ⊙ &2 < Rã8 ,ã9 since
supposing otherwise we have by definition 5.8 that &1 ⊙ &2 ⊙ & ∈ Ω8, 9 and, furthermore,
that &1 ⊙ &2 ⊙ & < Rã8 ,ã9 ⊙ & = % , from which it would follow that % ∉ Min(Ω8, 9 ).

(d) If % = &1 ⊙ &2 ⊙ &3 with &1 ∈ Ω8,: , &2 ∈ Ω:,9 and &3 ∈ Ω 9, 9 , for some : < 9 , then we
must have that &1 ∈ Min(Ω8,: ), Min(&2 ∈ Ω:,9 ), and Min(&3 ∈ Ω 9, 9 ) since supposing
otherwise we derive a contradiction. If &1 ∉ Min(Ω8,: ) then, by definition, there is some
& ′ ∈ Min(Ω8,: ) such that& ′

< &1. Then, by definition 5.8, we have that& ′ ⊙&2 ⊙&3 ∈ Ω8, 9

and also that& ′ ⊙&2 ⊙&3 < &1 ⊙&2 ⊙&3 = % , in which case it follows that % ∉ Min(Ω8, 9 ).
The cases that &2 ∉ Min(Ω:,9 ) and &3 ∉ Min(Ω 9, 9 ) are symmetric. Moreover, there are no
& ′
1 ∈ Min(Ω8,: ), &

′
2 ∈ Min(Ω:,9 ) such that & ′

1 ⊙ &
′
2 < &1 ⊙ &2, since supposing otherwise

we have by definition 5.8 that & ′
1 ⊙ &

′
2 ⊙ &3 ∈ Ω8, 9 and, furthermore that & ′

1 ⊙ &
′
2 ⊙ &3 <

&1 ⊙ &2 ⊙ &3 = % , from which it would follow that % ∉ Min(Ω8, 9 ).
(3): Suppose % ∈ Min(Ω8,8 ). Then % ∈ Ω8,8 , since Min(Ω8,8 ) ⊆ Ω8,8 , and so by lemma 5.16 we

have that % = &1 ⊙ . . . ⊙ &= (for some = > 0) such that, for each 0 < 9 ≤ =, either & 9 = Rã8 ,ã9 or
& 9 = &

′⊙& ′′ for some& ′ ∈ Ω8,: and& ′′ ∈ Ω:,8 , with : < 8 . A straightforward induction on = yields
that then there exist& ′

1, . . . , &
′
= such that&

′
1⊙ . . .⊙&

′
= ≤ &1⊙ . . .⊙&= and, for each 0 < 9 ≤ =, either

& ′
9 = Rã8 ,ã9 or &

′
9 = ( ⊙ ( ′ for some ( ∈ Min(Ω8,: ) and ( ′ ∈ Min(Ω:,8 ), with : < 8 . Notice that, by

lemma 5.16,& ′
1⊙ . . .⊙&

′
= ∈ Ω8,8 and sowemust have that % = & ′

1⊙ . . .⊙&
′
= , since otherwise wewould

have that& ′
1⊙. . .⊙&

′
= < % , fromwhich it would follow that % ∉ Min(Ω8,8 ). Moreover, for an arbitrary

& ′
9 , there can be no ' ∈ Min(Ω8,: ) and '′ ∈ Min(Ω:,8 ) with : < 8 such that ' ⊙ '′

< & ′
9 , since

otherwise, by lemma 5.16, we would have that % ′
= & ′

1⊙ . . .⊙&
′
9−1⊙ ('⊙'′) ⊙& ′

9+1⊙ . . .⊙&
′
= ∈ Ω8,8

and, furthermore, that % ′
< & ′

1 ⊙ . . . ⊙ &
′
= = % , from which it would follow that % ∉ Min(Ω8,8 ). □

Algorithm 2 checks the Minimal Order-reduced Transitive Looping Property for a sloped graph,
by computing the minimal order-reduced composition closure and checking the transitive looping
property for each relation added to the setsMin(Ω8,8 ) (8 ≤ |V|). The correctness of the algorithm
follows from lemma 5.17. As for the approach using the full composition closure, it may also ‘fail
fast’, avoiding to compute the entire minimal order-reduced closure in the case that the sloped
graph does not satisfy Infinite Descent.

The overall complexity of the algorithm is O(=3 ·F2 · 33F
2
). The basic structure employs a nested

loop (lines 1 and 2) to compute each individual set in the order-reduced closure. In computing the
closure sets, the algorithm maintains the invariant that they contain only the minimal relations
processed so far; thus execution results in the minimal order-reduced closure. The main operation
for this is to update the current set with a new sloped relation ' if it has no predecessor, and in this
case to also remove relations that it precedes. This happens on Lines 14, 21 and 31. The simplest3

way of doing this is by iterating through the current set: Relations preceded by ' are discarded along

3A specialised data structure for storing partially ordered sets is described by Daskalakis et al. [2011]. Using this would
be optimal, but the complexity is anyway dependent on the width of the partial order, which in our case we believe is

proportional to 3F
2
(i.e. the maximum number of sloped relations).
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Algorithm 2: Checks Minimal Order-reduced Transitive Looping.

Input: Sloped Graph SG = (V, E, Ps,R)
Requires: Fixed order ã on V

Output: True if Minimal Order-reduced Transitive Looping holds for SG, False otherwise
1 for 8 ≔ 1 to |V| do = iterations
2 for 9 ≔ 1 to |V| do = iterations
3 if (ã8 , ã 9 ) ∈ E then

4 if 8 = 9 and TransLoop('ã8 ,ã9 ) = False then return False O(F2)

5 Ω8, 9 ≔ {Rã8 ,ã9 }

6 else Ω8, 9 ≔ ∅

7 Visited ≔ Ω8, 9

8 for : ≔ 1 to Min(8, 9) − 1 do O(=) iterations

9 foreach (%,&) ∈ Ω8,: × Ω:,9 do O(32F
2
) iterations

10 ' ≔ % ⊙ & O(F3)

11 if ' ∉ Visited then O(F4)
12 if 8 = 9 and TransLoop(') = False then return False O(F2)

13 Visited ≔ Visited ∪ {'} O(F4)

14 Ω8, 9 ≔ Min(Ω8, 9 ∪ {'}) O(3F
2
·F2)

15 - ≔ Ω8, 9 O(3F
2
)

16 if 9 < 8 then

17 foreach (%,&) ∈ - × Ω 9, 9 do O(32F
2
) iterations

18 ' ≔ % ⊙ & O(F3)

19 if ' ∉ Visited then O(F4)
20 Visited ≔ Visited ∪ {'} O(F4)

21 Ω8, 9 ≔ Min(Ω8, 9 ∪ {'}) O(3F
2
·F2)

22 else if i = j then

23 @ ≔ Init-�eue(- ) O(3F
2
)

24 while @ not empty do O(3F
2
) iterations

25 & ≔ Deqeue(@)

26 foreach % ∈ - do O(3F
2
) iterations

27 ' ≔ % ⊙ & O(F3)

28 if ' ∉ Visited then O(F4)
29 if TransLoop(') = False then return False O(F2)

30 Visited ≔ Visited ∪ {'} O(F4)

31 Ω8,8 ≔ Min(Ω8,8 ∪ {'}) O(3F
2
·F2)

32 Enqeue(@, ')

33 return True
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the way, and ' is discarded on encountering a relation preceding it, or else added if no such element
is found. For this, it suffices to implement the sets Ω8, 9 as linked lists, and the cost of this operation

is O(3F
2
·F2)—iterating over O(3F

2
) elements, performing a O(F2) comparison each time. In order

to avoid carrying out this costly update operation more than necessary, the algorithm maintains
a collection, Visited, of the sloped relations that have been processed within a given iteration of
the nested loop on lines 1 and 2, for which we only need to be able to check membership and
insert new elements. As in algorithm 1, this can be implemented using a binary search tree, making
these operations O(F4). The overall cost of computing and processing each new sloped relation
is thus O(3F

2
·F2), since the complexity of updating and minimising the closure set dominates the

other operations (composing relations, checking membership within and updating the collection
of visited relations, and checking the transitive looping property). Given that the closure sets
are implemented as linked lists, the copy and queue initialisation operations (on lines 15 and 23,
respectively) have O(3F

2
) complexity. Enqueue and dequeue operations are, of course, O(1).

Counter-intuitively, the worst-case complexity of computing the full (i.e. not minimal) order-
reduced closure is slightly lower. If we do not need to iterate over the closure sets to check precedence
between sloped relations, we simply need to add new sloped relations and check for membership;
thus the collection, Visited, suffices. Then, the cost of computing and processing sloped relations is
only O(F4), and so the overall complexity of the algorithm is reduced to O(=3 ·F4 · 32F

2
). However,

as demonstrated by our experimental results, the minimal order-reduced closure often works better
in practice because it can significantly reduce the number of iterations needed for the loops on
lines 9, 17, 24 and 26.
We therefore obtain the following complexity result:

Theorem 5.18. The Order-reduced Transitive Looping criterion is decidable in time O(=3 ·F4 ·32F
2
).

It is interesting to compare this to our complexity result of O(=·(F4·33F
2
+ =2·F4·32F

2
)) =

O(=·F4·33F
2
+ =3·F4·32F

2
) for the Transitive Looping criterion. This quite clearly gives a measure,

namely O(=·F4·33F
2
), of the saving obtained by avoiding checking “duplicate” ipaths, e.g. both

(v · v ′)l and (v ′ · v)l , for Infinite Descent.

Example 5.19. We now consider a family of sloped graphs showing the (potentially large) dif-
ference between the full and order-reduced composition closures. For all = > 0, take SG= =

(V, E, Ps,R) defined by: V = {v1, . . . , v=}, E = {(v1, v=), (v=, v1), . . . , (v=−1, v=), (v=, v=−1), (v=, v=)},
Ps(v1) = . . . = Ps(v=) = {?1, . . . , ?=}, and the following sloped relations:

• Rv=,v9 = {(?: , ?: ,⇝) | 1 ≤ : ≤ =} for all 9 < =.
• Rv9 ,v= = {(? 9 , ? 9 , ⇝ )} ∪ {(?: , ?: ,⇝) | : ≠ 9 ∧ 1 ≤ : ≤ =} for all 9 < =.
• Rv=,v= = {(?=, ?=, ⇝ )} ∪ {(?: , ?: ,⇝) | 1 ≤ : < =}.

This is a graph with = vertices, and = simple loops all having vertex E= in common. The graph is
strongly connected, so we can visit every vertex from every other one, but all connections must

go through the vertex v= . Because each loop decreases a different position, we can generate (by
composition) sloped relations witnessing every possible subset of decreasing positions by taking
paths traversing different combinations of loops. Even for = = 3, we can see a significant differ-
ence between the sizes of the (minimal) full and order-reduced composition closures. Writing %- ,
where - ⊆ {1, 2, 3}, for the sloped relation defined by %- = {(?: , ?: ,

⇝ ) | : ∈ - } ∪ {(?: , ?: ,⇝)
| 1 ≤ : ≤ 3∧: ∉ - }, the full composition closure is computed as follows, considering each iteration
of the outermost loop on line 6 of algorithm 1:

(Iteration 1): Clv1,v1 = Clv1,v2 = Clv2,v1 = Clv2,v2 = ∅ Clv1,v3 = { % {1} } Clv2,v3 = { % {2} }

Clv3,v1 = Clv3,v2 = { %∅ } Clv3,v3 = Clv3,v3 = { % {1} , % {2} }
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(Iteration 2): Clv1,v1 = Clv1,v2 = Clv2,v1 = Clv2,v2 = ∅ Clv1,v3 = { % {1} } Clv2,v3 = { % {2} }

Clv3,v1 = Clv3,v2 = { %∅ } Clv3,v3 = Clv3,v3 = { % {1} , % {2} , % {3} }

(Iteration 3): Clv1,v1 = Clv1,v2 = Clv1,v3 = { % {1} , % {1,2}, % {1,3}, % {1,2,3}}

Clv2,v1 = Clv2,v2 = Clv2,v3 = { % {2} , % {1,2}, % {2,3}, % {1,2,3}}

Clv3,v1 = Cl3,2 = { %∅ , % {1}, % {2}, % {3}, % {1,2}, % {1,3}, % {2,3}, % {1,2,3}}

Clv3,v3 = { % {1} , % {2} , % {3} , % {1,2}, % {1,3}, % {2,3}, % {1,2,3}}

The minimal composition closure contains only the <-minimal sloped relations in each set, which
we have highlighted in grey. Taking the ordering v1 < v2 < v3 on the vertices, the order-reduced
composition closure is as follows (again, with ≤-minimal relations highlighted in grey):

Ωv1,v1 = Ωv1,v2 = Ωv2,v1 = Ωv2,v2 = ∅ Ωv1,v3 = { % {1} } Ωv2,v3 = { % {2} }

Ωv3,v1 = Ωv3,v2 = { %∅ } Ωv3,v3 = Clv3,v3 = { % {1} , % {2} , % {3} , % {1,2}, % {1,3}, % {2,3}, % {1,2,3}}

In general, we have that only O(=) elements in the order-reduced closure are non-empty. In contrast,
all =2 elements of the full composition closure contain O(2F) relations.

Notice that the Transitive Looping algorithm builds up the composition closure iteratively: Each
iteration considers all pairs of vertices, adding the sloped relations corresponding to paths travelling
via the intermediate vertex being considered by the current iteration. In contrast, the Order-reduced
Transitive Looping algorithm computes each closure element ‘in one go’, according to the fixed
ordering on vertices, i.e. in the following order: Ωv1,v1 ,Ωv1,v2 ,Ωv1,v3 ,Ωv2,v1 , . . . ,Ωv3,v3 . What makes
the algorithm faster is that, for each pair of vertices, it considers only sloped relations corresponding
to paths travelling through intermediate nodes less than or equal to the end point. So, the compu-
tation of Ωv1,v1 does not need to consider any other closure element, computing only {Rv1,v1 }

+. The
computation of Ωv2,v2 then uses only Ωv2,v1 and Ωv1,v2 , calculating ({Rv2,v2 } ∪ (Ωv2,v1 ◦ Ωv1,v2 ))

+.
Finally, Ωv3,v3 is computed as ({Rv3,v3 } ∪ (Ωv3,v1 ◦ Ωv1,v3 ) ∪ (Ωv3,v2 ◦ Ωv2,v3 ))

+. Thus algorithm 2
computes (sometimes) significantly fewer compositions of sloped relations than algorithm 1.

6 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION IN CYCLIST

We now describe a comparative analysis of the practical performance of the various criteria for
deciding Infinite Descent, complementing our theoretical complexity analysis. Namely, we evaluate
implementations of the Vertex-language Automaton criterion (VLA), the Slope-language Automaton
criterion (SLA), and the full and minimal versions, respectively, of both the Transitive Looping
criterion using the Floyd-Warshall-Kleene algorithm (FWK and mFWK) and the Order-reduced
Transitive Looping criterion (ORTL and mORTL). The implementations were all carried out in
C++ and integrated within the Cyclist prover framework [Brotherston et al. 2012]. Those for the
automaton-based criteria use the API of the Spot model checker (v2.10.4) [Duret-Lutz et al. 2016] to
create the path and trace automata, and then check inclusion. All experiments were carried out on
an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2683 v4 operating at 2.1GHz, running Ubuntu 20.04 LTS with 16GB

of RAM. Our implementation and evaluation data are available on Zenodo [Cohen et al. 2023], and
our algorithms are incorporated into Cyclist’s codebase [Cyclist Project Developers 2023].

Performance on Practical examples. We evaluated our implementations using Cyclist’s test suite
of ‘real-world’ Separation Logic and first-order logic examples, consisting of 233 logical entailments.
Cyclist performs an iterative depth-first search procedure to find proofs, during which it makes
many calls to the soundness check for the (partial) proofs it finds. We timed how long Cyclist

took to find proofs using each method, averaging over 5 test runs. Cyclist finds proofs for 216 test
cases within a 60 s timeout. 7 test cases took negligible time (≤1ms), and don’t admit reasonable
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(a) Comparison of Absolute Overhead

(b) Comparison of % Overhead

Fig. 6. Average-case Performance

comparison. In the other cases, none of ORTL, VLA and SLA ever had the fastest average execution
time. mORTL had the fastest average time in 106 cases, and FWK and mFWK in 15 and 18 cases,
respectively. ORTL, mORTL, FWK and mFWK had joint fastest average times with one or more
of the other criteria in 41, 53, 41 and 35 cases, respectively. By comparing the overhead in average
execution time of each method against the others we found that mORTL performs best overall,
although the performance of ORTL, mORTL, FWK, and mFWK all seem to be broadly similar. We
found that ORTL, FWK, and mFWK all had a mean overhead of 1%–2% compared with mORTL.
The automaton-based methods performed comparably to each other, but were clearly worse than
the other methods, with mean overheads of 22% and 25% for VLA and SLA, respectively. There
were some notable outliers for SLA: We observed two test cases for which SLA took 12.7 s and
9.5 s longer than mORTL. Fig. 6 plots the overhead in both absolute and percentage execution
time of each method compared against mORTL, on the left-hand y-axis. The test cases are ordered
increasingly by baseline execution time, which is plotted on the right-hand y-axis for comparison.

We also collected statistics about the number and complexity of the sloped graphs encountered
and checked by Cyclist during these benchmark tests. The maximum number of Infinite Descent
checks performed in any given test case was 2242, with a mean and median of 111 and 19, respec-
tively. Over the whole benchmark suite, the maximum number of vertices encountered was 16, and
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(a) Family A Benchmarks (b) Family B Benchmarks

(c) Family C Benchmarks

Fig. 7. Comparison of Performance of Different Methods

the maximum vertex width was 14. The median number of vertices and vertex width were 3 and
6, respectively. This shows that the size of sloped graphs encountered in practice is quite small,
but that a significant number of infinite descent checks are required during proof search. Moreover,
it shows sloped graphs ‘in the wild’ tend to have a larger vertex width than number of vertices.

Worst-case Performance. We also compared all methods on three hand-crafted families of tests
aimed at poor/worst-case performance.

Family A (Fig. 7a) includes sloped graphs with varying numbers of vertices, each having a single
position and involved in a distinct cycle with a ‘root’ vertex. The positions are all connected and
decrease on each cycle, so the graphs satisfy Infinite Descent. We tested on a range of sizes to
demonstrate execution time profiles. The execution time of ORTL and mORTL display something
like a polynomial profile (which is at most cubic by our theoretical complexity analysis) and hits
6.2 s with a graph of 600 vertices. The performance of both order-reduced implementations is the
same here. This is because the vertex width is 1, so each of the closure sets contains at most a
single sloped relation, and there is no scope for filtering out any sloped relations. FWK and mFWK

also display the same curve as each other, for the same reason. This curve is also polynomial,
but is much steeper than that for ORTL/mORTL. The Floyd-Warshall-Kleene algorithm performs
particularly badly on this family because, although it manages to compute the entire closure after
just two iterations of its outermost loop, it must perform the remaining iterations, which then
compute the same closure set over and over. VLA and SLA show an almost linear profile for this
class, reaching an execution time of 0.33 s and 0.17 s, respectively, for a graph of 600 vertices.
Clearly, the relation-based approaches do not compete here. However, the Spot model checker (used
to implement VLA and SLA) suddenly hangs on graphs with more than 4094 vertices—possibly
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because its optimizations are running out of steam for larger values and an exponential profile is
taking over (though the exact reason is not clear to us).

Family B (Fig. 7b) includes sloped graphs consisting of a single vertex and a varying number of
positions connected in a chain, with only one pair of positions connected by a ‘decrease’ slope. These
graphs also satisfy Infinite Descent. Again, ORTL and mORTL display polynomial curves, reaching
execution times of 11.7 s and 5.8 s, respectively, for a vertex width of 600. For this family, since
there is only a single vertex, FWK/mFWK and ORTL/mORTL are essentially the same algorithm:
computing the composition closure of the singleton set containing the sloped relation along the edge
from the single vertex to itself. The graph shows that, indeed, ORTL and FWK have the same curve
as each other, as do mORTL and mFWK. Here, we also see the benefit of using the minimal order-
reduced closure: The graph suggests that the size of the closure sets are roughly halved. We observe
that VLA performs similarly to ORTL/FWK but that SLA performs significantly worse, reaching
an execution time of 50 s for a graph with a vertex width of 600. This is rather unexpected given
our complexity analysis, which results in better worst-case complexity for SLA when = = 1. We do
not have a clear idea of why Spot would demonstrate this discrepancy. Moreover, for this family of
graphs, we ran into a limitation of Spot concerning a compile-time parameter specifying the width
of a bit vector used in its optimisations. Namely, the default value of this parameter only allowed
Spot to deal with up to 16 positions, so we had to recompile it with a larger value for the parameter.

Family C (Fig. 7c) is a variation of Family A, in which only every other cycle allows a decrease in
the position. Thus, these graphs do not satisfy Infinite Descent. For the same reason as above, we
see ORTL/mORTL and FWK/mFWK displaying the same respective execution profiles. However,
on this family, the fast-fail ability of the relation-based approaches came into their own, compared
to the performance on Family A: ORTL and mORTL take only 1.3 s to check a graph with 4000
vertices; FWK and mFWK take 3.1 s. Our implementations of the order-reduced criteria outperform
VLA, which takes 2.3 s to check a graph of 4000 vertices, but we see VLA beginning to outperform
the standard relation-based algorithm. However, all of these methods are outperformed by SLA.
The better performance of SLA compared to VLA aligns with our complexity analysis, which for
F = 1 gives polynomal complexity for SLA versus exponential for VLA. However, it is not clear to
us why the performance of the automaton-based criteria are so different on this family, whereas
they are very similar on Family A. Further investigation into the optimisations employed by Spot
might provide some insight. Although the relation-based methods are not the best performing on
this family, their execution profiles grow smoothly up to a very large number of vertices, whilst
VLA and SLA, using Spot, again hang on graphs with more than 4094 vertices.

Summary. Our implementation of the minimal order-reduced Transitive Looping criterion dis-
plays improvements over the Transitive Looping and automaton-based approaches in several
worst-case and real-world contexts. Our worst-case benchmarks suggest that the mORTL criterion
performs better than the VLA criterion on negative examples, and better than both automata-based
approaches on positive examples with low number of vertices and high vertex width. Given that the
sloped graphs encountered by Cyclist have a high vertex width to number of vertices ratio and that
a high proportion of sloped graphs checked during any given proof search do not satisfy Infinite De-
scent, this may explain the favourable results for the order-reduced criteria on real-world examples.

7 RELATED WORK

Below we survey other studies on criteria for Infinite Descent and related properties.

The Size-Change Principle. Lee et al. already describe the Vertex-language Automaton criterion
and Transitive Looping criterion as methods for deciding size-change termination. In this paper,
we describe novel automata-theoretic and relation-based algorithms that improve on these. Some
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experimental evaluation of the Transitive Looping criterion was carried out by Ben-Amram and Lee
[2007], consisting of a sizeable test suite (123 cases), but the examples (and execution times) were
very small so it does not demonstrate how the algorithm scales. Experimental evaluation of 5 small
examples was also carried out by Fogarty and Vardi [2009]. The Size-Change Principle has been
explicitly employed recently in the setting of functional programs [Jones et al. 2022; Lepigre and Raf-
falli 2019]. Evaluating our algorithms against these implementations is an interesting area for future
work. The Transitive Looping criterion was also adapted for linear-time temporal logic [Lange 2011].

Slope-language Automata. Our slope-language automaton construction has an interesting precur-
sor in the literature, which can be seen to already contain the germ of the idea of replacing vertices
with sloped relations: Dax et al. [2006] consider an alternative automaton-based construction for
checking provability within a cyclic system for the linear time `-calculus. This still checks an inclu-
sion between a path and trace automaton. However, the states of the path automaton consist not of
vertices in a particular pre-proof (sequents in their case), but rather subsets of the Fischer-Ladner
closure of a formula, � . In the setting of their proof system, any sequent occurring in a pre-proof
deriving � can be identified with such a subset. We can interpret their system in our abstract
framework by taking formulas to be abstract positions. The alphabet of their automata construction
consists of the names of inference rules in the proof system, annotated with an eigenformula.
It turns out that these annotated rule names actually contain all the information necessary to
reconstruct the sloped relations that arise in the abstract setting, due to a particularly convenient
coincidence: Along an edge (v, v ′), each position in Ps(v ′) Ps(v) derives from only one position in
Ps(v) Ps(v ′), namely the eigenformula in v. Moreover, each other position in Ps(v ′) is always and
only (⇝)-related to its corresponding occurrence in v. Despite the similarity to our Slope-language
Automata, there is still an important difference: The construction of Dax et al. [2006] checks for
provability of a given formula, rather than Infinite Descent in a particular preproof. The states of the
path automaton are sequents that may occur in some pre-proof of � , meaning that the automaton
effectively represents all possible pre-proofs of � simultaneously. The automata inclusion check
thus ensures that every possible pre-proof deriving � is actually a valid proof. This can be done for
well-behaved logics (like the `-calculus), where there exists a bound on the size of proofs of a given
formula and the automata can essentially consider paths in all potential proofs of the formula at
once. However, this is not possible in general. In contrast, our construction, which works for any
cyclic proof system (captured by our abstract framework), uses the nodes of a given pre-proof as
states in the path automaton and “only” checks whether that particular pre-proof satisfies infinite
descent, rather than whether the derived formula/sequent has any proof at all.

Parity-based Trace Conditions. Our abstract formulation of Infinite Descent does not immediately
encapsulate parity-based trace conditions from the literature, e.g., for `-calculus [Baelde et al. 2016]
or hypersequents [Das and Girlando 2022]. However, the automata-theoretic constructions we
have described may be easily adapted to use parity automata rather than Büchi automata, and
used to decide these trace conditions [Das and Girlando 2022; Dax et al. 2006]. In fact, it is not too
difficult to see that our abstract framework itself can be generalised to capture these conditions.
Instead of adopting the two-element total order {⇝ <

⇝ } as the set of slopes, we can take any
arbitrary (finite) total order, marking each alternating element as even and odd, respectively. A
trace of such slopes is descending if the maximum slope that appears infinitely often is odd. The
notion of descending trace in definition 2.13 is simply a special case of this. The relation-based
algorithms using the full (order-reduced) composition closure can be similarly adapted, by requiring
the transitive looping check to verify that a sloped relation (when viewed as a graph) has a strongly
connected component whose maximum slope is odd. However, in this generalised context the
approximation-based optimisation is no longer sound.
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Incomplete Criteria. Our attention in this paper was on complete criteria, but the literature contains
several criteria only sufficient (but not necessary) for verifying Infinite Descent. These include the
criterion of Sprenger and Dam [2002, 2003] for (first-order) `-calculus, as well as Brotherston’s [2006,
Ch. 7] trace manifold condition. The latter condition is more permissive than the former [Brother-
ston 2006, Example 7.2.4]. A different approach to the checking of Infinite Descent is taken in a series
of papers by Stratulat, who introduces a sound but incomplete polynomial criterion based on order-
ing constraints that are checked along paths in the minimal cycles of the cyclic proof trees [Stratulat
2017, 2018]. This criterion is further improved by replacing the (potentially expensive) enumeration
of minimal cycles by the computation of a normal form, and is demonstrated to perform better
in practice than the standard automata-based check [Stratulat 2021]. On the other hand, Stratulat’s
approach is not described in general for any cyclic proof system, but is tailored to an (important)
particular case: that of cyclic proof systems for FOLID—first-order logic with inductive definitions
[Brotherston and Simpson 2011]. Indeed, it takes advantage of concrete details of the logic, including
the presence of well-defined substitutions. However, it seems plausible that the results can be gener-
alized to a class of logical systems having certain abstractly describable features. These incomplete
criteria also seem related to ‘reset’ proof systems [Jungteerapanich 2010; Wehr 2023], which validate
cycles using local, finitary conditions. In future work, we aim to analyse the incomplete criteria from
the literature in our abstract framework, implement them and evaluate their performance and cov-
erage compared to the complete methods. Combined with the methods already implemented, this
could lead to a Sledgehammer-like tool [Paulson and Blanchette 2010] for checking Infinite Descent.

Tractable Restrictions. The PSPACE-completeness result shows that, in general, it is not possible
to reduce the complexity in both parameters. However, our parameterised complexity analysis
shows that the Slope-language Automaton and (Order-reduced) Transitive Looping algorithms
are overall polynomial when the number of vertices is exponentially larger than the trace width,
providing several examples justifying an observation made by Hazard and Kuperberg [2022, Remark
17]. Wehr [2023] also notes that checking Infinite Descent in ‘reset’ proof systems is polynomial,
but that converting a general cyclic pre-proof into a reset pre-proof involves an exponential
blowup in general. Ben-Amram and Lee [2007] described a polynomial time algorithm for deciding
Size-Change Termination on a restricted range of inputs, demonstrating that this covers a large
proportion of practical cases in program termination. It should be possible to describe this restriction
on the level of our sloped graphs. We also speculate that alternative restrictions in terms of the
sloped relations occurring in the input graph could result in the (Order-reduced) Transitive Looping
algorithms already running in polynomial time. Such restrictions are orthogonal to the incomplete
criteria considered above, which apply to all inputs but may return a “don’t know” answer.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper studied criteria for checking Infinite Descent in the context of cyclic proof theory.
We focused on the parameterized complexity of automaton-based and relation-based criteria and
developed novel generalizations and optimizations. Our analysis has identified relative strengths
and limitations. Additionally, we gave prototype implementations of our novel criteria and evaluated
their practical performance, which could inform the development of more effective methods.

We plan to further explore the relationship between our order-reduced transitive looping criterion,
graph search strategies, and general Büchi complementation strategies, following Fogarty and Vardi
[2009, 2010]. Also, for certain classes of Büchi automata, the inclusion problem can be decided in
polynomial time [Angluin and Fisman 2020; Bousquet and Löding 2010]. Translating the defining
properties of these classes from automata to sloped graphs might lead to structural restrictions at
the proof-system level ensuring tractability of Infinite Descent.
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